
Fleets of Firsts:
The 34th ARC
         Story on page 16
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The Caribbean’s
Leading Chandlery www.budgetmarine.com

Fully stocked
Get what you want!

ANTIGUA
Jolly Harbour 

English Harbour
North Sound

CARRIACOU
(Coming Soon)

GRENADA
TRINIDAD

Chaugaramas
TTYC

ARUBA CURAÇAO

ST. KITTS ST. THOMAS

BONAIRE

ST. MAARTEN
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Cartagena

Santa Marta

Compass covers the Caribbean! From Cuba to Trinidad, from 
Panama to Barbuda, we’ve got the news and views that sailors 
can use. We’re the Caribbean’s monthly look at sea and shore.
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DeparTmenTs

On the cover: Jasmine Kent’s Swan 80, Umiko, flying her orange asymmetric spinnaker toward the St. Lucia finish line of ARC 2019.  
Ace photographer Tim Wright was there to capture the moment. See report on ARC 2019 on page 16.
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‘Caribbean Compass is an informative 
and entertaining magazine that is a 
“‘must read” for anyone who cruises 
anywhere in the Caribbean, whether as a 
boat owner, crew or charterer, or who, 
like me, lives part time on one of the 
islands and occasionally day sails.’

— Readers’ Survey respondent 
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The Renaissance Marina, located in the heart of 
Oranjestad is part of the Renaissance Aruba Resort and 
Casino and can accommodate more than 50 yachts. 

Located at 12° 31' 2.3124'' N 70° 2' 16.8'' W, Renaissance 
Marina is the island‘s most beautiful marina. It stretches over much 
of this picturesque waterfront community combining the largest 
entertainment and shopping facility in Aruba with the natural 
beauty of the Marina. 

The marina supplies fresh running water and 
110/220/360V 60Hz electricity, satellite TV with security 
guards on duty 24 hours a day. For your convenience 
there are showers and ice machines available.

Contact us by phone at +297 588-0260
or visit our website:  www.renaissancemarina.com

Operating Hours: Mon - Sat, from 8am to 6pm

Wilfred, check for “real black,” thanks!

selected cruisers’ VHF nets 
Cruising guides, apps, happy-hour chitchat — these can all be good sources of 

information for sailors in the Caribbean. But often one of the best ways to get up-to-
the-minute news on what’s happening in individual anchorages is to tune in to the 
daily cruisers’ VHF nets.

Here are some popular ones suggested by cruisers, organized from north to south. 
Don’t see your favorite here? Drop a line to sally@caribbeancompass.com.

all times given are local.
• nassau, Bahamas - 0715 hours, channel 14
• Luperon, Dominican republic - 0900 hours, channel 72 
• st. Martin/st. Maarten - 0730 hours, channel 10, Monday through saturday
• English Harbour, antigua - 0900 hours, channel 06, daily
• Le Marin/ste. anne, Martinique - 0830 hours, channel 08, Monday, Wednesday 

and Friday
• rodney Bay, st. Lucia - 0830 hours, channel 68, Monday through saturday
• Bequia, st. Vincent Grenadines - 0800 hours, channel 68, daily
• Grenada - 0730 hours, channel 66 (International), Monday through saturday
Note: If the 66 repeater is unavailable listen on the alternate channel 69 for this net.
• Chaguaramas, Trinidad - 0800 hours, channel 68, daily
• Puerto La Cruz, Venezuela - 0745 hours, hours, channel 72 as available
• Curaçao - 0745 channel 72, Monday through saturday

need a Lift? support youth sailing
The Trinidad & Tobago yachting association (TTya) is working to support its local 

community of youth dinghy sailors through the donation of funds raised through its 
haulout services. 

Founded in 1950, the Trinidad & Tobago yachting association began its Learn to 
sail program with just six Optimist dinghies and the idea that everyone should be 
given the chance to experience the magic of gliding through the water powered 
by nothing but wind and one’s own sheer excitement. 

The association has blossomed since then, introducing over 100 new students to 
the wonders of sailing each year, through programs held in the picturesque bays 
of Chaguaramas and Vessigny, with plans for further expansion throughout the 
island nation.

However, staying true to their vision of ensuring that sailing is an accessible sport in 

Trinidad & Tobago for people of all ages, social and economic backgrounds is 
beginning to take its toll on this non-profit organization. TTya remains determined to 
continue their efforts as they look towards the expansion of current subsidized sailing 
and community outreach programs, the development of female-led sailing pro-
grams, and the introduction of sailing programs for the differently abled residing in 
the country.  

In an effort to see these initiatives reach their full potential, the Trinidad & Tobago 
yachting association will be raising funds through many different avenues including 
its haulout services during the 2020 season. This will include the use of its 12-ton Travel 
Lift for both hauling and launching of sailing vessels, as well as chocking and  
land storage. 

If you would like more information on the services offered by TTYA or want to hear 
more about the initiatives being undertaken by the Trinidad and Tobago Youth 
Sailing School, e-mail them at setsail@ttsailing.org or academy@ttsailing.org, or 
check out their website: www.ttsailing.org. 

Welcome aboard!
In this issue of Caribbean Compass we welcome aboard new advertisers 

Caribbean Marine surveyors of Grenada, on page 27; and Legacy underwriters, 
Caribbean-wide, in the Market Place section, pages 44 and 45.

Good to have you with us!

Info
      & Updates
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Call us today and mention this ad to receive a special discount
info@partsandpower.com     www.partsandpower.com    +1 284-494-2830/440-2830 

Your Power Solution Company 

Providing excellent reliability and fuel economy, while being clean, quiet and smooth in 
operation. Low noise, rapid starting and low emissions are achieved with advanced 

combustion systems that allow for precise, multiple injections within each combustion 
cycle, reducing fuel use and lowering emissions 

In Stock! 
Perkins M300C Marine Engine

Commercially rated 6.6 liter engine producing 300 hp @ 2400 rpm

Same size as current M225Ti 

Emissions compliant with IMO2 

Wastgate turbo charger for better low engine 

speed performance and faster acceleration 

500 hour oil change intervals 

Low fuel consumption

Gear driven fresh water and sea water pump

Primary and secondary fuel filters

90 amp alternator 

On October 3rd, 2013, at approximately 8:30pm, the US-flagged yacht Rainbow, 
with two people aboard, was boarded while at anchor at uninhabited Frigate 
Rock, an islet off Union Island in the St. Vincent Grenadines. While eating supper 
below, Christina Curtin heard a noise on deck and went up the companionway, 
where without warning she was slashed across the face and shoulder by a 
machete-wielding boy. 

Her partner, Mark Beiser, grabbed a filleting knife from the galley and stabbed the 
assailant, 15-year-old Enard Douglas, who then jumped overboard. Enard’s two 

accomplices, Jeromie Jordan, age 16, who 
had boarded the boat, and Joul Mills, 17, 
who  remained in a rowboat alongside, 
also jumped in the water and all three 
swam ashore. Mark stabilized Christina 
and got Rainbow underway to Carriacou, 
where police and an ambulance were 
waiting. They were both treated at the 
hospital there, and Christina was subse-
quently hospitalized in Grenada. 

The three teens were taken into custody 
the next morning by police on Union 
Island. Joul, who testified in court that he 
had been deceptively asked to row the 
other two out to a yacht “to collect money 
for fish,” turned Crown Witness. Enard 
and Jeromie were jointly charged with 

causing grievous bodily harm, aggravated burglary, and wounding.
In an admirable response to a horrific incident, Christina and Mark spearheaded 

an initiative to make anchorages safer for cruisers. Just a week after being attacked, 
they and a selected panel hosted a cruisers’ security meeting at Port Louis Marina 
in Grenada, which attracted some 200 concerned boaters. Tina and Mark described 
their experience, and others shared tips on crime prevention, security, emergency 
communications and self defense in case of an armed assault. 

The government of St. Vincent & the Grenadines flew the couple from Grenada to St. 
Vincent for a Preliminary Inquiry that began on October 18th, 2013, and provided them 
with accommodation, meals, transportation and protection. The two boys in custody 
returned to the Serious Offenses Court on January 29th, 2014 for continuation of the 
Preliminary Inquiry. 

Christina told Compass, “We cleared back into Union Island in November 2013, to 
be greeted with open arms and hearts. The local people were VERY apologetic and 
were so happy to see us back visiting. We were invited to a Union Island tourism 
board meeting, sharing our ideas about better safety procedures and communication 
with visiting boaters.” The St. Vincent & the Grenadines Commissioner of Police, an 
SVG Coast Guard representative, the Director of Grenadines Affairs, the chair of the 
Union Island tourist board, and local businesspeople were among those who met to 

chart the way forward for visitor safety. “The island is still beautiful and…we know 
that the people of Union Island are not bad,” Christina said at the meeting, at which 
she and island stakeholders cried openly.

Fast forward six years, and Enard and Jeromie’s case finally went to trial on 
October 21st, 2019. Such long delays are not uncommon in SVG, where there is only 
one High Court judge and the Criminal Assizes are not held year round. Unable to 
afford lawyers, Enard, now 22 years old, and Jeromie, 23, defended themselves and 
each attempted to lay blame on the other while maintaining his own innocence. 
Prosecutors Karim Nelson and Roseanne Richardson called six witnesses, with 
Christina and Mark testifying from the US via Skype. The proceedings were well 
covered by local media.

On November 22nd, 2019, a nine-person jury quickly found the pair guilty on all 
charges. They were each sentenced to 15 years imprisonment for grievous bodily harm, 
14 years for aggravated burglary, and five years for malicious wounding. Since all of the 
offenses were committed during the same time the sentences will run concurrently.

In explaining the sentencing, Justice Brian Cottle said that Christina still suffers from 
post-traumatic stress, and that although Mark escaped serious physical harm, “the psy-
chological impact of an assault in the dark of night in the supposed safety of his yacht 
cannot be overstated. He has abandoned, forever, cruising through the Caribbean.” 

Justice Cottle also stated, “The actions of these prisoners adversely affected the 
economic well-being of their entire community, and that adverse effect has been 
persistent to this day. It contributed to the perception that the region is unsafe for 
yachting and visiting many beautiful tourist sites that the Grenadines offer. In fact, 
arrivals of visiting yachts declined markedly in the wake of this assault. And this 
decline in this tourism sector was particularly severe for a region which derives most 
of its earnings from tourism.” 

After receiving news of the sentencing, Christina told Compass, “Relieved is the 
only word I can think of, and jazzed that St. Vincent & the Grenadines followed 
through. Special thanks to lead prosecutor Karim Nelson. Much love to ALL of the 
cruising community. People, be safe — no matter where you travel.”

VERDICT AT LAST IN 
       FRIGATE ROCK ATTACK

Left:
Enard Douglas before 
being convicted. 

Right:
Jeromie Jordan  
on the way to prison. 

Christina Curtin hospitalized  
in Grenada after the attack. 
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Welcome to our World
SAIL THE SOUTHERN CARIBBEAN AND EXPLORE THE GRENADINES FOR LESS

Camper & Nicholsons Port Louis 
Marina provides the perfect base 
from which to cruise the unspoilt 
Caribbean Paradise of Grenada  
and The Grenadines. 

Newly renovated in 2019, the tranquil 
marina accommodates 227 berths 
for yachts up to 90m and 6.5m draft 
and offers everything you expect from 
Camper & Nicholsons Marinas high-
quality marina facilities, including:

   Fresh Water & Electricity up to 480V  
(including 110/220V – 60Hz)

  Wi-Fi, hardwire internet, cable TV
  Fuel bunker
   Grey and black water discharge  

and refuse disposal
  Port of Entry
   24h CCTV and full-time security 

onsite

For all enquiries, please contact
   Tel: +1 (473) 453 7432    
   Email: reservations@cnportlouismarina.com     
   Website: www.cnmarinas.com/plm     
   VHF: Channel 14

For yachts above 100 feet LOA and for bookings of longer periods, please contact  
us for a personalised quote.

Size - Feet Daily Weekly Monthly Seasonal

Up to: 1 - 6 Days  
$/Ft/Day

7 - 29 Days  
$/Ft/Day

30 - 179 Days 
$/Ft/Day

180+ Days  
$/Ft/Day

32 $0.90 $0.81 $0.77 $0.63

40 $1.15 $1.04 $0.98 $0.81

50 $1.25 $1.13 $1.06 $0.88

60 $1.36 $1.22 $1.16 $0.95

65 $1.51 $1.36 $1.28 $1.06

75 $1.56 $1.40 $1.33 $1.09

80 $1.71 $1.54 $1.45 $1.20

100 $1.76 $1.58 $1.50 $1.23

TERMS & CONDITIONS

  All rates are quoted in US Dollars and berthing fees are payable on arrival.      Rates are based on a vessel staying and paying 
for the berth for a consecutive number of days as indicated.  Catamarans are charged at 1.5* the advertised rates.      A deposit 
of 10% of the value of the booking (Min US$100) is required to secure a berth.      Deposits are only refundable up to 30 days prior 
to the booked arrival date.      Berths will not be held for vessels not paying a deposit within 7 days of a quotation being issued.     

  Invoicing will commence from the booked arrival date unless 7 days’ notice is received of a delay in arrival.      Electricity: US$0.62 
(inc VAT) per kWh      Water: US$0.12 (inc VAT) per gallon.      Specific Docks and Utility Supplies will not be guaranteed.      Space 
on the 110v/60Hz dock will only be made available to vessels occupied and consuming power for the whole period of stay.      For 
further information, please contact the Marina Office on +1 473 435 7431/7432 or email: reservations@cnportlouismarina.com     

  Vessels being left unattended for an extended period must be left under the care of a local company or individual whose details 
must be provided to the marina office prior to the captain / owner’s departure.      Prices are subject to change.

CandNM_PLM_CompassMag 9.44x12.4in.indd   1 15/11/2019   18:32
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YA C H T  S E R V I C E S
Chaguaramas Bay, Trinidad
VHF CHANNEL 69

160 Ton Marine Travelift - Maximum Beam 31 ft
No Forestay Removal On Most Yachts Below 60 ft

Fully stocked chandlery, hotel and restaurant on site

P.O. Box 3168 Carenage Trinidad • Tel (868) 634 4423 • Fax 634 4387
reservations@peakeyachts.com • www.peakeyachts.com

•	 The	most	experienced,	most	professional	yard	in	the	Caribbean	with	the	
	 most	comprehensive	list	of	onsite	marine	services	and	contractors	–	FACT!!
•	 At	the	best	prices	–	FACT!!
•	 FREE	water	-	FREE	electricity	-	FREE	fully	functional	WIFI
•	 All	this	in	the	least	extreme	weather	zone	in	the	region	–	FACT!!

Treat your beautiful boat to the best. You know she deserves it!
CONTACT US TO LEARN ABOUT OUR SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNT SPECIALS.
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www.SeaHawkPaints.com
727-523-8053 • ContactUs@SeaHawkPaints.com

Triple-Biocide

Dual-Biocides

Hand Crafted in America!

ISLANDS FAMILY
• #1 Antifouling Paint in the Caribbean
• Proven Multi-Season Longevity
• Self-polishing Premium Antifouling Performance

Multi-biocide antifouling solutions 
for every Caribbean sailor

Ask for Sea Hawk at boatyards and marine retailers

BusInEss BrIEFs 
parts & power at bVi charter boat show
Parts & Power Ltd represented northern Lights and Volvo Penta at the BVI Charter 

yacht society aGM on november 6th. It was an evening of “business with a smile,” 
with a quiz mastered by northern Lights dealer Tim Dabbs and northern Lights and 
Volvo prizes as giveaways.

The Vendor show on november 7th was a venue for Parts & Power Ltd to present 
their parts and services offering. Charter brokers and crewed yachts benefited from 
a unique opportunity to display the very best of sail and power catamarans, 
monohulls, and luxury motor yachts in one location.

It was a busy and productive event with over 35 boats on the docks. Topics of dis-
cussion ranged from new generators to technical support and maintenance. This 
was the first time for many owners and captains to discuss their requirements for the 
coming season with Parts & Power and Marine Maintenance services.

Parts & Power Ltd wishes Marine Maintenance services and the crewed charter 
industry a fantastic 2019-2020 season and looks forward to closely working together.  

Marine Maintenance services can be found at nanny Cay Marina, Tortola, British 
Virgin Islands, telephone (284) 494-3494. Big congratulations to the BVI Charter yacht 
society for organizing another successful show.  

For more information on Parts & Power see ad on page 5.

usVi charter show boasts Largest Fleet in Over Two Decades
Carol Bareuther reports: seventy-four multihulls, monohulls and motor yachts lined 

the docks at IGy’s yacht Haven Grande on st. Thomas for the usVI Charter yacht 
show, held november 11th to 14th and hosted by the VI Professional Charter 
association (VIPCa). some 140 brokers from the Caribbean, us and Europe toured 
the fleet, which ranged from 44 to 141.8 feet in length. This made the 2019 show the 
largest in well over two decades in terms of the number of yachts showing, brokers 
in attendance and yacht size combined. 

since VIPCa began operation of the usVI Charter yacht show in 2017, yacht atten-
dance has more than doubled. The 2019 show offered themed nightly parties, culi-
nary and cocktail competitions, educational events and industry meetings, a Marine 
Expo, a state of the Industry address that provided the latest on the cruising 
grounds, and a Day Charter Conference for professionals in the Virgin Islands hospi-
tality accommodation sector.

new this year, the usVI Charter yacht show debuted as a silver level Clean 
regatta. VIPCa worked with sailors for the sea Powered by Oceana, and with the 
Virgin Islands-based crew-led Project Green Flag, to encourage the charter commu-
nity to reduce the use of single-use plastics and to make choices that keep the 
marine environment healthy. Event initiatives included wristbands made of Quantum 
sails’ recycled sail cloth; compostable cups, plates and utensils; and refillable-bottle 
water stations. additionally, VIPCa donated us$300 to the university of the Virgin 
Islands to purchase 600 mangrove seedlings to plant in st. Thomas to offset the car-
bon emissions created by charter brokers flying into the show.

The next usVI Charter yacht show will take place november 12th through 15th, 2020. 
Visit www.vipca.org for more information.

Ti’ponton boating Directory
The 15th edition of the Ti’Ponton Boating 

Directory is now available!
Ti’Ponton is the most comprehensive informa-

tion resource of the boating business in 
Martinique, Guadeloupe, and st. Lucia and is 
packed with practical information, useful 
addresses, beneficial contacts, and all the things 
that help yachtsmen and their crew make the 
most of their Caribbean cruise.

Ti’Ponton is a free publication and can be 
picked up year round in Martinique, 
Guadeloupe, and st. Lucia.

budget marine partners with eXXpedition
nicole Corvellec reports: eXXpedition round the 

World is a two-year scientific research mission to 
study microplastics in our oceans, with a focus on 
pinpointing solutions to ocean plastic pollution. 
Onboard S/V TravelEdge, eXXpedition crews will 
sail through some of the most important and 
diverse marine environments on the planet, includ-
ing four of the five oceanic gyres where ocean 
plastic is known to accumulate, and the arctic.  

The mission also wants to celebrate women in 
sTEM, exploration, and sailing. Three hundred international women in various disciplines 
are crewing in teams of ten, aiming to create a powerful global network as ambassa-
dors who can use their first-hand experience at sea to implement solutions back on 
land. When not at sea, the crews take part in land-based research and community 
outreach activities in each place they visit.

—Continued on next page

Seventy-four crewed 
charter yachts docked 
at IGY’s Yacht Haven 
Grande for the 2019 USVI 
Charter Yacht Show. 
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31.12.19 

New Years Eve

WEDS
JUMP UP

THURS
HAPPY HOUR

SUNDAY
SUNSET JAZZ

NEW MENU. FOR RESERVATIONS  
EMAIL RESERVATIONS@BASILSBAR.COM

WHATS ON

22.01.20 - 05.02.20 

25th Blues FESTIVAL

— Continued from previous page 
The journey set sail in October, leaving from Plymouth, uK to the Caribbean via the 

azores and stops in antigua, Bonaire, and aruba before moving on to Panama. eXX-
pedition Mission Director Emily Penn said: “These three Caribbean islands provide the 
perfect base for us to consider the issues of plastic pollution at an island scale, which 
is reflective of the issues at a larger, global scale. antigua has made great progress 
in its banning of single-use plastic items since january 2016 and Bonaire is the world’s 
first ‘Blue’ destination. It will be interesting to learn about the impact of these legisla-
tive choices in the waters surrounding these islands. We like to thank all our support-
ers and sponsors, namely Copernicus Marine services and the red Ensign Group, 
antigua yacht Club and The Clubhouse, and Budget Marine.”

Budget Marine, with 12 chandleries on nine islands, and soon in Carriacou as well, 
has been a good match as a Caribbean partner. Louisa norris, General Manager of 
Budget Marine antigua, elaborated: “Boating and the sea are in our Dna. It’s why 
we support sailing programs and ‘on the water’ events throughout the Caribbean 
and participate in forward thinking organizations we believe can make a meaning-
ful contribution to the Caribbean community. Plastic pollution has a big impact on 
boaters, their sailing experience, their equipment, and often also their water supply 
— eXXpedition is focused on research, solutions, and spreading the word. We are 
proud to supply them with quality boating materials that are environmentally friendly 
and that will help them have a clean, safe, and comfortable journey while in the 
Caribbean and beyond.”

after aruba, the eXXpedition trip continues to Panama to further the crew’s circum-
navigation. read about their scientific plan for the mission and follow them on www.
exxpedition.com and see article on page 31.

For more information on Budget Marine see ad on page 2.

Get to Know panama
Panama, the land that brings the world together, is rich with culture and boasts two 

ocean coasts and one of the greatest human engineering achievements — the 
Panama Canal. are you ready to enjoy this adventure? Be ready to experience this 
magnificent creation and discover the story behind it.

But Panama is much more than a canal. When you visit, explore this country’s  
rich culture. 

For example, pollera is the traditional 
dress of Panamanian women. It is com-
posed of two separate pieces: 
a blouse and a pollerón, made with 
fine fabric such as cotton or wool and 
characterized by elaborate ornamen-
tation. The colorful decorations are 
made with different techniques, com-
monly embroidery and lace with  
floral designs.

Pollera is the product of an anony-
mous art form that grew and devel-
oped in peasant homes in the authen-
tic environment of female crafts. 

Plan where to go and what to do in 
Panama — nature, beach and sun, cul-
ture, or business — at visitpanama.com.

Centenario & Co.sa, the canal agent for yachts, welcomes you to Panama. 
For more information on Centenario see ad on page 46.

sea Hawk introduces Vibrant-colored Triple-biocide antifouling 
sea Hawk, the world’s leading premium nautical coating brand, announced its 

next generation of top quality boat bottom paint. Dubbed Colorkote, this revolu-
tionary hull coating solution provides boat owners and marine service profession-
als an unlimited array of vibrant colors. Colorkote delivers world-class efficacy in 
deterring marine growth. It incorporates triple-biocide antifouling power, multi-
season longevity, low-leaching properties, and universal hull compatibility  
to satisfy the need for superior antifouling, outstanding appearance,  
and environmental sensitivity. 

Colorkote’s formula enables application to virtually any hull type without the harsh 
effects of galvanic corrosion, unlike conventional antifouling paint that contains 
cuprous oxide, which can cause  aluminum or steel/iron hulls  to corrode premature-
ly. Because Colorkote is cuprous oxide free, it solves this problem, yet provides pow-
erful antifouling properties.  It is the ideal hull coating for metal hulled vessels, from 
steel hull yachts to aluminum pontoon boats. Colorkote is handcrafted in america 
and available in Bright White, Deep Black, Blue, red, Green and yellow through sea 
Hawk authorized distributors and retailers worldwide.

For more information on Sea Hawk Paints see ad on page 8.

The moorings sponsors caribbean multihull challenge 
The Moorings charter company, with a fleet now made up mostly of catamarans, 

joined the sponsors of the second annual Caribbean Multihull Challenge in st. 
Maarten, to be held from February 14th through 16th.

The Moorings senior marketing manager, Ian Pederson, told writer Herb McCormick, 
“The overall trend is definitely shifting towards catamarans for charter vacations. It 
seems we can’t build them fast enough or big enough. The fact that the Caribbean 
Multihull Challenge now exists is proof of that.”

The event is hosted by the sint Maarten yacht Club and is open to all multihull sailors 
on racing catamarans and trimarans, as well as chartered cats and cruising multis. 

Visit www.smyc.com/caribbean-multihull-challenge or see ad in the Market Place 
section, pages 43 and 44, for more information.
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More technology.
More expertise.
More service.
The same
sailmaking team

St. Maarten Sails 
and Canvas N.V 
has teamed up 
with Ullman Sails

Biminis and Dodgers
Cushions
Upholstery
General canvas work

Anguilla Racing

Caribbean

Opposite Island Water World
+1(721) 544-5231 / +1(721) 520-6484

rgilders@ullmansails.com / admin@stmaartensails.com
www.stmaartensails.com

Moving Forward

St. Kitts Marine Works
Boat Yard - Haul & Storage

Special - 5% discount for full payment. Haul and Launch $ 11 / ft. 
Storage $ 8 / ft / month. Beat the Hurricane season rush. Have access 
to your vessel to be launched at any time and not get stuck behind other boats.
Tie down available ($3/ft), backhoe available ($100/hr) to dig hole to put keel down 
in etc. Pressure wash, Mechanics ($45/hr), Electricians ($45/hr), Welding and 
Carpenters available. our 164 ton travel Lift has ability to lift boats up to 35 ft 
wide and 120 feet long.
We allow you to do your own work on your boat. No extra charge for Catamarans.
Payments – Cash (EC or US$)
Visa, Mastercard, Discover & travellers checks (must sign in front of us with ID)                      
24 hr manned Security, completely fenced property with CCTV. 
Water and electricity available. FrEE high speed Wifi.

LoCaTED aT NEW GUINEa, ST. KITTS   Long 62º 50.1’ W  Lat 17º 20.3’ N

“Quality Service at a Great Price”

www.skmw.net
E-mail: info@skmw.net   
Office/Booking: 1 (869) 667 8930
Owner: 1 (869) 662 8930
RegulaR HouRs foR Haul: 
Monday to Thurs 8am to 3pm, fridays 8am to Noon 

Agents for:

Caribbean ECO-News
International Conference on Sargassum in Guadeloupe
The first International Conference on Sargassum took place in Guadeloupe from 

October 23rd through 26th, bringing together stakeholders from the Caribbean and 
other countries of the world to discuss the issue of influxes of sargassum, which can 
trap sea life, choke coral reefs, and release toxins on beaches. The event aimed to 
explore concrete solutions and build resilience to sargassum’s invasion. 

Delegations came from the Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States, the 
Association of Caribbean States, the Organization of American States, Barbados, 
Grenada, Antigua & Barbuda, St. Lucia, St. Kitts & Nevis, Anguilla, Montserrat, the 
British Virgin Islands, Martinique, St. Martin, St. Barthelemy, France, Trinidad & 
Tobago, the Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Costa Rica, Mexico, Brazil and the 
USA. The conference received support from the President of the Regional Council of 
Guadeloupe, Ary Chalus, and the President of France, Emmanuel Macron. In his 
introductory speech Chalus highlighted the need to preserve the maritime heritage 
of the Caribbean islands, which has a critical role for economic development.

This conference pursued three main objectives:
• enhancing the dissemination of knowledge about sargassum to the general public,
• identifying the actions implemented by the authorities of the countries and ter-

ritories impacted and the best strategies to address this phenomenon,
• strengthening cooperation in this area by defining a common political strategy 

that involves stakeholders at the regional and international levels.
As part of the event, 55 institutional and private exhibitors presented innova-

tions on the detection, analysis, collection, management and recovery of sargas-
sum at SARG’EXPO. 

In addition, the conference was instrumental in launching the INTERREG 
SARG’COOP project, which includes the collectivities of French Guiana, Martinique, 
Saint-Barthelemy and Saint-Martin, the French Government, the OECS, the ACS, 
Dominican Republic, Mexico, and the University of the Antilles.

This project aims to strengthen the preparedness and resilience of the countries 
and territories of the Caribbean to the invasion of sargassum. It will lead to the cre-
ation of a center for observation, monitoring and warning of sargassum, as well as 
the development of a multidisciplinary network of professionals.

Migratory Bird Festival Celebrated in St. Martin
On November 9th, hundreds of kids roamed garden paths on St. Martin looking 

for signs of birds. Over 250 people came 
out to enjoy the seventh annual Migratory 
Bird Festival at Amuseum Naturalis. The 
festival celebrates the birds that travel 
thousands of miles each year to come to 
St. Martin. The annual Migratory Bird 
Festival is organized by the Les Fruits de 
Mer association.

At the Portable Pond Station, people 
learned about the underwater animals that 
many birds come to St. Martin to eat. They 
could even see them up close under the 

microscope. They also learned about pelicans and how plastic can harm birds.
In the craft area, kids and adults decorated canvas backpacks with bird art. They 

took the backpacks home to use instead of plastic bags. 

Mayreau Community Consulted on Seabirds
Environmental Protection in the Caribbean (EPIC) recently continued its commu-

nity consultation and planning sessions regarding the seabirds and offshore islands 
of the Grenadines, this time with a dozen fisherfolk and other residents on Mayreau, 
in the Grenadines.

The fisherfolk were highly knowledgeable about the diversity and distribution of sea-
birds in the Grenadines, while some held particularly detailed knowledge such as the 
difference between male and female and various age classes, such as with Brown Pelicans, 
Magnificent Frigatebirds and Brown Boobies. They also revealed the importance of sea-
birds for finding fish, navigating and interpreting weather patterns. One fisherman simply 
stated, “All seabirds are very important to us.” For example, Magnificent Frigatebirds are 
useful for indicating changes in weather. Royal Terns are useful for finding baitfish, and 
Red-billed Tropicbirds can lead the way at sea to larger commercial species such as tuna. 
After the workshop, participants were asked if they learned anything during the presenta-
tion and discussions. Many were surprised to learn that some seabirds regularly dive 
more than 50 metres and that some can live to be up to 70 years old. 

Those present were also aware that certain birds are present for different parts of 
the year. For example, booby species are present year-round, but terns, noddies and 
gulls are present for only a portion of the year. 

Participants discussed gradual declines in seabirds, particularly of Laughing Gulls, 
which are known as “Mauves” throughout the islands. They engaged in conversation 
about the various threats to seabirds in the Grenadines. They also discussed issues 
outside the region, as some seabirds migrate very far and simply don’t make it back 
to their breeding grounds in the Grenadines due to threats encountered elsewhere. 

Harvesting of seabirds, their chicks and eggs was also discussed, including the 
laws making this practice illegal. One participant indicated that in the past seabirds 
were traditionally served for Sunday dinners. While illegal harvest of seabirds, their 
chicks and eggs still occurs, participants recognized that harvesting would eventu-
ally lead to population declines. All meetings thus far with fisherfolk have indicated 
that seabird harvesting is still widespread in the Grenadines, but the extent is 
unknown. EPIC is now conducting a region-wide survey to determine whether sea-
bird harvesting levels have changed since the last survey by Sustainable Grenadines 
Inc., in 2014. The 2014 survey revealed that approximately 70 percent of those inter-
viewed engage in harvesting activities. EPIC is aiming to reduce that number through 
education and outreach sessions targeting various sectors of society.

When asked about how we can recover seabird populations in the future, the gen-
eral consensus was that protection needs to focus on their breeding islands, which 
in the Grenadines are threatened with development, invasive species and pollution 
arriving by sea. Some participants called for action to clean up the plastic pollution 
arriving on the shores of remote seabird breeding islands. In addition, they request-
ed that notifications prior to seabird season be made via poster and radio to alert 
persons that taking of seabird eggs and chicks is prohibited. 

All present were troubled by the presence of plastic pollution on the islands, which 
can entangle wildlife and be mistaken for food, and felt more research was necessary 
on this problem in the Grenadines. As on other islands, they were also interested in 
tracking studies to better understand movements of seabirds, and requested that 
information on seabirds be provided in schools.

Consultations with a variety of communities will continue until the end of the year. 
For more information contact Juliana Coffey (Project Coordinator)  

at juliana@epicislands.org or on WhatsApp 1-709-770-6877.

At the Portable Pond, kids got an up-close 
peek into an underwater world. 
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APRIL  8TH - 13TH  2020

FOR MORE INFO CONTACT:
532-8006 | 495-2000 | 529-8999

      @bequiasailingclub
      BequiaSailingClub/BequiaEasterRegatta

www.bequiaregatta.com

rEGaTTa nEWs 
st. barth cata cup suspense
Perrine Vangilve reports: november 24th, 2019, the fourth and final day of the st. 

Barth Cata Cup regatta for F18s, was decisive. Four boats still competed for the top 
prize before the last two races. There was a lot of suspense as the boats set sail, and 
even more at the end of the first race, when Gurvan Bontemps and Benjamin amiot 
(Team Eden rock st. Barth) found themselves with the same number of points as 
jean-Christophe Mourniac and antoine rucard (Team Eden rock Villa rental) after 
their victory in the sixth race. 

The tension increased to the max after the start of the seventh and final race, with 
argentineans Cruz Gonzalez smith and Mariano Heuser (Team architectonik) and 
the French duo of Orion and antoine Martin (Team Mext Cardio) on the attack. 
Mourniac and rucard, who were in the leaders’ spot after the race around the 
island, did not waver. They won the last race, and as a result, the overall regatta.

“We are extremely happy, as this is the first time that antoine and I have sailed 
together on an F18,” stated Mourniac, who initially planned to sail in this regatta 

with Erik Maris. But as Maris had conflicting professional obligations, rucard, a young 
sailor from Finisterre, replaced him at the last minute.

Visit http://stbarthcatacup.com/gbr for full results.

mini-Transat Finished in martinique
upon making landfall in Martinique on november 24th, 2019, the last competitor in 

the singlehanded Mini-Transat La Boulangère officially closed the finish line for the 
event’s second leg. Celebrated 
by all the skippers on the pon-
toon in Le Marin, the arrival of 
Georges Kick, the oldest com-
petitor (64 years of age) in this 
edition, marked the end of a 
successful transatlantic race.

With 78 skippers out of 87 hav-
ing reached the West Indies 
after setting sail on October 5th, 
2019, from the Bassin des 
Chalutiers in La rochelle, 
France, this 22nd edition will 
remain etched in the minds of 
all those involved as an excel-
lent race. Only nine participants 
were unable to complete the 
adventure. Four sailors were 
forced to retire during the first 
leg between La rochelle, 
France, and Las Palmas de Gran 
Canaria and three in the sec-
ond leg between Las Palmas 
and Le Marin. an entry from the 
united arab Emirates did not 
start the final stretch due to inju-
ry. another was disqualified for 
having received outside assis-
tance, but did manage to com-
plete the course.

Having 37 finishers in the space 
of 24 hours during the night of 
november 20th and into 21st made life challenging for the race organization, which 
required additional on-the-water support to deal with the great slew of arrivals. 
Local volunteers came out in force to lend the organizers a helping hand.

“It was all down to the weather, because there was a vast windless zone at the 
finish. Boats came from behind and everyone was glued to the same windless spot. 
so, when the wind eventually kicked back in, they all flooded across the finish line 
at the same time,” explained jean saucet, Technical Director of the Collectif 
rochelais Mini-Transat.

Visit www.minitransat.fr for full results and more information.
—Continued on next page

F18 teams getting underway.
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SIX DAYS BEFORE DEPARTURE :
(from April 29th 2019)
All boats are in the marina 
(Pointe à Pitre - reduced charges)
Final registraaon
Briefings : safety - communicaaon
SSafety controls on board

Fesaviaes : 
Cocktails - Music - Tourisac offers

Situated in a unique seeng, near 
the town centre of Pointe-à-Pitre,

the airport, the main white 
sandy beaches and the finest 

tourist sites of Basse-Terre 
and Grande-Terre, Marina 

Bas-du-Bas-du-Fort is the ideal 
stopover in Guadeloupe. 

        
          www.marinaguadeloupe.com

MARINA BAS-DU-FORT

RALLYE  3e édition

TRANSAT RETURN
DEPARTURE : May 5th 2020

#Safety    #Welcome    #Community    #Friendliness 
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: Atlantic Back Cruising : +33 (0)6 33 02 81 28: fseruzier@wanadoo.fr

www.atlanticbackcruising.com

— Continued from previous page 
On THE HOrIZOn

start the year with barbados Week
sue Pelling reports: Barbados sailing Week, incorporating the round Barbados 

race, runs from january 17th through 23rd, 2020.
This early season regatta, based at the southwest corner of the island in Carlisle 

Bay, marks the start 
of the Caribbean 
sailing association 
regatta circuit and 
is the ideal way to 
escape the northern 
hemisphere post-
Christmas blues.

With regular flights 
from the uK (Virgin 
atlantic and British 
airways) and plenty 
of package charter 
opportunities avail-
able, it is one of the 
most logistically 
straightforward 
Caribbean regattas 
to attend. LV 
yachting, Ondeck, 
Britannia, Barbados 
Offshore sailing 
syndicate, and a 
host of independent charter yachts such as the sigma 38 Monster Project, the Volvo 
70 Ocean Breeze, the j/122 Noisy Oyster, and the locally-based schooner Ruth are 
some of the charter options currently available. 

Those on passage, migrating across the atlantic to the Caribbean for the winter 
season, should consider setting a course for Barbados during regatta time to enjoy 
the warm, friendly party spirit that the island is affectionately known for.

Organized by Barbados Cruising Club in association with Barbados Tourism 
Marketing Inc. and Mount Gay rum, Barbados sailing Week not only offers two days 
of coastal races for racing yachts, cruisers, windsurfers, kite surfers, dinghies, and 
paddleboards, but also a chance to contest in the regatta’s signature event — the 
round Barbados race.

In 2020, the 60-nautical mile blast around the island will track the fleet anti-clock-
wise. This means that, as well as the 22 circumnavigation records already on offer, 
the original outright anti-clockwise record of 10 hours and 15 minutes, set by a 
schooner in 1936, is also up for grabs.

a big attraction of the round Barbados race, other than the exciting and com-
petitive racing, is the opportunity to win obscene amounts of the best Mount Gay 
rum. By breaking any of the round Barbados records, the record-breaking yacht will 
be awarded an amount of Mount Gay rum Extra Old equivalent to the weight of 

the registered skipper, as recorded at the official skippers’ weigh-in.
On shore, everyone is welcome at the Barbados Cruising Club. This beach-based club 

hosts most of the race week’s social events, with live music and parties every night 
including a Bajan soca party, breadfruit and pig roasts on the beach after the first day 
of racing, and the Coastal racing prizegiving. The round Barbados race prizegiving is 
scheduled at the Mount Gay Visitor Centre on the evening of january 22nd.

Visit RoundBarbados.com for more information.

new yacht Format for bequia easter regatta
The 2020 edition of the Bequia Easter regatta will run from april 8th through 13th, 

with Csa classes in the yacht division for racing, Cruising I, and Cruising II (Csa 
simplified rating rule, intended for cruising boats without a Csa measurement cer-
tificate), plus a class for Island sloops and one-design classes for j/24s and surprises.

The entry fee for all yachts is EC$300, or EC$260 if pre-registered in full by 5:00pm on 
april 3rd. To qualify for the pre-registration discount, visit the Bequia regatta website, 
www.bequiaregatta.com, to download and submit your completed entry form online. 
Entry forms can also be emailed on request; contact yachts@bequiaregatta.com.

registration in person takes place at race Headquarters in the Plantation Hotel, 
from 2:00 to 5:00pm on Wednesday, april 8th and from 10:00am to 3:30pm on Thursday, 
april 9th. The skippers’ Briefing is planned there as well, at 5:30pm on april 9th.

In a new event format for the yachts this year, racing will be on the Friday, 
saturday, and sunday, with no lay day. also new is that the final prizegiving hap-
pens on Easter Monday at 11:00am, followed by the Farewell Party.

Visit www.bequiaregatta.com for NOR and see ad on page 12..

53rd antigua sailing Week This year
antigua sailing Week welcomes you to “race, Chase, and Celebrate” from april 

25th through May 1st. With over 100 boats every year, this world-famous Caribbean 
event includes everyone from world-class award-winning skippers to casual sailors 
and friends who want to join in, cheer them on, and have fun.

—Continued on next page
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View the action from a bird’s eye vantage point like Shirley Heights.
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— Continued from previous page 

Crews keen for a little training the day before the official event can take part in 
the Peters & May round antigua race on april 25th. It’s a great opportunity to get 
a feel for the conditions or to break the record currently held by Warrior (usa).  

On april 26th, sailors are challenged with a variety of race courses off antigua’s 
south coast, the ever-present trade winds encouraging tacking duels. afterwards, 
participants head to the daily prizegiving.

spectators are encouraged to get involved by appreciating the action from a 
bird’s eye vantage point like shirley Heights or the many viewpoints along the coast-
line. Chase the race tours head out from Falmouth Harbour Marina to view the sail-
ing battles up close.

april 29th marks the 11th anniversary of 
reggae in the Park. The perfect combina-
tion of reggae music, an international 
crowd, and an iconic venue make for an 
unforgettable multicultural experience. 

The following day is a “lay day”: no rac-
ing and everyone gets to kick back. 
Pigeon Point Beach’s white sands will be 
livened up with team games, single-
handed competition, and Djs playing 
until the sunset.

antigua sailing Week draws to a close 
in nelson’s Dockyard. The Final awards 
Ceremony on May 1st has over 50 years’ 
worth of silverware — a spectacle to see 
on stage! The after-party has owners, 
skippers, crews, organizers, and islanders 
dancing the night away.

antigua sailing Week’s Club Class has 
been expanded and improved. This 
class is open to sailors who want to par-
ticipate in the on-the-water action, but 
don’t take their racing as seriously as 
others and don’t want to incur the 
usual expenses. 

Entry fee is us$7.00 per foot and Club 
Class rules are as follows:

• acceptance into the Club Class  
is at the discretion of the  
Organizing authority.

• The Class will be scored using Variable 
simplified Csa Handicap. all boats 
should try to have their simplified Csa 
Handicap a few days BEFOrE the close 
of registration.

• Boats may enter as jib and main 
(pole or no pole) only or with spinnakers.

• after each day’s racing, individual 
ratings will be adjusted up or down by a 
maximum of 5% in proportion of your 
boat’s corrected time to that of the mid-
fleet boat’s corrected time. The newly 
adjusted rating becomes your rating for 
next day’s race. This will result in tighter racing as the week progresses and an 
opportunity for all teams to experience the thrill of a podium place.

• The Csa simplified rating or the Variable simplified Csa Handicap procedures 
are not subject to competitor protest.

all Class participants must accept the Variable simplified Csa Handicap procedures.
• There will be one race per day for the Class with no throw-outs.
Courses will be shorter with less emphasis on windward/leeward performance.
•Club Class entries will not be eligible for The royal southern yacht Club Challenge.
If you have questions or require further information on the Club Class,  

contact jaime@sailingweek.com.
Visit www.sailingweek.com for more information on Antigua Sailing Week.

announcing Final night Venue for Grenada sailing Week 2020
rosie Hoggarth reports: Island Water World Grenada sailing Week, held from 

january 26th through 31st, is coming right up! If you have not already signed up, 
there is still time. join an international fleet at the start line to battle it out in some of 
the most idyllic sailing conditions in the world.

Grenada sailing Week has gained the reputation of a friendly and intimate regatta 
with a focus on competitive racing at sea and camaraderie between crews on 
land. Many of the racers return year after year to partake in an event that cele-
brates the long tradition of sailing in the islands, but also retains much of the West 
Indian charm.  

We have fabulous festivities lined up with the final night party at a new and excit-

ing location. racers and partygoers are invited to the aquarium on Magazine 
Beach, a stunning location surrounded by style, sand, and palm trees — there 
couldn’t be a better place for the Mount Gay red Cap Grand Finale Party!

With two host venues, four days of racing, and six nights of parties, this is an event 
you don’t want to miss. If you’re looking to take part, Tendrr is the official  Crew 
Match partner. use the second link below to connect with fellow sailors and get out 
on the water.

Visit www.grenadasailingweek.com for regatta news and  
https://tendrr.co/events/grenada-sailing-week for more information  
about crew opportunities.

—Continued on next page 
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yOuTH saILInG nEWs

antiguans Dominate sol Optimist championship 
Thirty-one youth sailors from st. Kitts and nevis, st. Barth, antigua, Curaçao, and st. 

Martin sailed in the 14th annual sol st. Maarten Optimist Championship, hosted by 
the sint Maarten yacht Club (sMyC) and held on november 9th and 10th, 2019. 
Fifteen sailors aged eight to 15 joined the Orange (intermediate) Class and 16 were 
in the advanced/Blue Class. 

“This year we had a high level of racing with a lot of competitors finishing close to 
each other. We had strong winds on saturday and sunday, which required perse-
verance from the youth sailors in the Orange Class and gave the Blue Class the 
opportunity to shine,” said sailing instructor reinier Calkhoven.

antigua dominated this year’s sol Optimist Championship with excellent sailing skills 
and all the podium places. The winner of the Blue Class and overall winner of the 
event was 14-year-old Ozani Lafond. shanoy Malone took second place and Daniel 
anglin third. In the Orange Class, brothers Carrack and Tyden jones arrived in first 
and second place, followed by Henrick Greensmith in third.

Kaemen Floyd from Curaçao secured the sportsmanship trophy by showing great 
focus. Despite a major equipment failure during a race, he still ended fourth in the 
Blue Class. Best newcomer was Mikias Michaux from the French side of st. Martin. He 
showed enormous skill for his first regatta and first time sailing a fiberglass Optimist.

“youth sailors from the new Club de Voile de Friar’s Bay joined us for the first time. It 
was an awesome collaboration,” said scott Doyle, racing coach of the sMyC.

Budget Marine sponsored equipment drybags for the Orange Class winners and 
Bob Hilbert made special sol Optimist Championship long-sleeve uV-shirts for the 
competitors and coaches to wear during the event. The scuba shop donated a Go 
Pro and Ballerina jewelers an ICE Watch.

“This event is a regional jewel for all the young competitors. We couldn’t have 
done it without our sponsors and volunteers,” said Leonde Vermeulen, event man-
ager of the sMyC. “also, big thanks to our race officer, Paul Henriquez, and Carin 
adelstein and Clenda Pecht for being on the race committee.”

youth participation program for caribbean Foiling championships
The new kitefoil format represents a broader cross-section of what kitesurfing is 

today. It is intended to promote interest, excitement, and engagement in the sport, 
especially to the youth. It caters not just to Olympic level sailors, but also to a broad 
array of participants. To stimulate youth participation on st. Martin, where the first 
Caribbean Foiling Championships will be held, the race organization teamed up 
with kitesurf school Wind adventures Orient Bay.

Before you can start kitefoiling, a good understanding of kiteboarding is needed. 

There are currently very few young kiteboarders on st. Martin/st. Maarten, which 
makes it difficult to create a transition towards foiling. However, Wind adventures is 
trying to develop a new generation of kitefoilers by teaching children how to sail, 
which teaches them everything about the wind, then how to kitesurf, and eventual-
ly how to kitefoil.

If you would like to see their progress, follow the Caribbean Foiling Championships 
Facebook and Instagram pages or come to the Caribbean Foiling Championships 
in Orient Bay, st. Martin from February 21st through 23rd, 2020.
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AN annual yacht rally 
from the Canary 
Islands to the 
Caribbean that has 

now run for 34 years, the ARC hardly 
needs an introduction. More than 280 
boats from 53 nations sailed in ARC 
2019, one of the most diverse fleets of 
any sailing event. Carbon-cats and mini-
super yachts sailed alongside budget 
cruisers and family boats, and sizes 
ranged from 34 to 117 feet (ten to 36 
metres). The fleet was spread over two 
starts, November 10th for the ARC+ 
boats — those making a stop in the 
Cape Verde islands en route to the 
Caribbean, with a choice of a St. Lucia 
or a St. Vincent landfall — and November 
24th for the ARC boats that sailed non-
stop from the Canaries to St. Lucia. 

2019 marked the second year that an 
ARC+ fleet arrived in St. Vincent, the sev-
enth year that a Cape Verdes stopover was 
offered, and the 30th time the ARC has 
finished in Rodney Bay Marina in St. Lucia 
(the earliest ARCs ended in Barbados).

But while the ARC is now an established 
fixture, it seemed that the most recent edi-
tion was one full of “firsts” of many 
descriptions. Here are some examples.

Hallucine
First of all, the first boat across the St. 

Lucia finish line was sailing in her first-
ever ARC — and blew everyone away. The 
50-foot fast cruising catamaran Hallucine, 
sailing in the cruising division's Multihull 
IV class, reached St. Lucia ahead of any of 
the boats in the Racing class. The French-
flagged Marsaudon TS5 was sailed by 
well-known Caribbean sailor Régis 
Guillemot, his wife, Veronique, and crew 
Yves and Pierre, all of whom have lived on Martinique and raced on the Caribbean cir-
cuit. They sailed 3,300 nautical-miles in an elapsed time of 11 days, 16 hours, 52 min-
utes and 47 seconds, clocking up a record day of 385 nautical miles.

At a post-arrival press conference, Yves said, “It was a great trip…once we caught the 
tradewinds we rushed down like crazy to the finish line. We set up the main and spin-
naker at the starting line and took them down when we passed Pigeon Point…we 
trimmed them but otherwise never touched them. To be first overall, even in front of the 
racing class, we are very proud of that.” Hallucine placed first overall in Multihulls.

The next ARC arrival was Sisi, a Volvo 65, the first monohull and leader of the ARC 
Racing fleet, which crossed the line just under ten hours behind Hallucine.

Challenger 1
Another notable first for Caribbean sailors in the ARC was the marked by the 2019 

arrival at Rodney Bay Marina of a group of six St. Lucian youths as part of the crew 
of the 72-foot British sloop Challenger 1, competing in Racing II class. For the first 
time ever, a crew of young sailors from Gran Canaria, St. Lucia and the UK have 
completed a transatlantic journey as part of the ARC. We’ll have a full report on that 
historic event in next month’s Compass.

Rum Bucket
It’s not uncommon for boatowners to take delivery of a new boat in Europe and join 

the ARC as a shakedown cruise and delivery trip.
For the eight-person crew on the New Zealand-flagged More 55 monohull Rum 

Bucket, it was everyone’s first ARC, everyone’s first transatlantic sail, and the first 
ocean passage and also the very first race for the brand-new boat, which was picked 
up from the builder in Croatia in April 2019 and is on its way to New Zealand. Rum 
Bucket competed in the Racing II class, heading south early to catch the trades, as 
many did this year, and averaging ten to 12 knots.

The Kiwi racers in the crew noted that while “it was a pretty relaxed race for us” 
they didn’t reduce sail at night, often flying a poled-out A3. Dale commented that 
although the crew were all experienced racers, 

     —Continued on next page 

aTLanTic raLLy FOr cruisers 2019

A 34TH ANNIVERSARY 
FULL OF FIRSTS

        by Sally Erdle

Above: Caribbean-based sailors Régis Guillemot, his wife Veronique,  
and crew Yves and Pierre-Louis were jubilant to reach St. Lucia first in the ARC fleet. 

Below: For the recently built More 55 Rum Bucket it was her first ARC, her first 
race, and the first transatlantic for all eight crew including Richard and Dale. 
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Port of Entry 
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The Loft Restaurant and Bar 
Indigo Dive Shop 
Swimming Pool 
Beautifully Designed Hotel Rooms
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— Continued from previous page 
“It was an adjustment to scale up to racing such a long distance and to so much 

downwind sailing.” He named chafe as a major consideration. Richard said, “Getting 
the positions every day of the other boats made it exciting for competition. All in all, 
the ARC is great: well organized, you meet interesting people — and there’s a racing 
division and we wanted to race.”  

2 Canöes
It was also a first transatlantic and first ARC for Canadian sailors Ann and Richard 

Gauthier and their crew aboard the Outremer 51 cat, 2 Canöes, which also sailed in 
Multihull IV class

They took delivery of the new boat in France in 2017 and have been cruising the 
Med since. All aboard agreed that their passage was a good experience, flying the 
spinnaker during the day and jib and main at night, to average eight knots. “Our 
biggest fears — running out of food and watermaker failure — never happened,” 
Richard laughs. Arriving in St. Lucia at 040404 hours on December 12th, Ann, 
Richard and their crew of Richard’s two brothers and a friend celebrated with a rum 
punch, champagne and pancake breakfast — another first. Ann says, “It’s hard to 
believe we arrived — it always seems to be something in the future.” 

Richard and Ann plan to spend a couple of years cruising the Caribbean, and 
perhaps the Bahamas and US East Coast, before completing a circumnavigation 
with 2 Canöes — “our home and last boat.” As for joining the ARC? Says Richard, “If 
it’s your first crossing, you should.” And Richard’s brother Andre, who crewed on 
this trip, now plans to do the ARC aboard his own boat some day. 

Gwenhyfar
This might have been the first time there were so few wooden boats in the ARC fleet 

— possibly only one? Among all the plastic Gwenhyfar was a standout. It was the 
classic-looking Sean McMillan-designed Spirit 63’s first ARC and a first Atlantic 

crossing for two of her crew, although Guernsey-based owner Peter Lloyd and two 
more crew had previous transatlantics under their belts. Peter tells Compass, “I don’t 
think enough people support the craft of wooden boat building. There’s a place for 
production boats, but you can’t lose the place of handcrafted wood. Wood boats are 
great — they are not only effective, they’re beautiful on the water.” 

Competing in Racing II class, Peter reports that, “Once we found the tradewinds 
south of the Cape Verdes, from then on Gwenhyfar was on rails!”

Albatros
ARC 2019 was a first Atlantic crossing for Saskia, the only female in the crew 

aboard the German-flagged Oyster 825 Albatros, sailing in Cruising I class. “It was an 
amazing opportunity to cross on such a great boat with such an experienced skipper,” 
she says. Experienced indeed. The skipper, 83-year-old Manfred Kersten, has crossed 
the Atlantic more than 40 times, and is the first person to ever sail in so many ARCs 
— ARC 2019 was his 25th! Manfred was awarded "Spirit of the ARC 2019."

Manfred’s first ARC was in 1986, aboard his Swan 48 Albatros at the end of a 
circumnavigation. After a succession of other Swans named Albatros — 61, 68 and 
63 feet — he saw the Oyster 825 at a boat show and was seduced. Although he has 
declared for the past few years that “this is my last ARC,” we expect to see Manfred 
next year — he  already has six crew lined up for ARC 2020. 

Thanks to World Cruising Club, Events St. Lucia and Marina Haven Hotel for making 
Compass’s first hand coverage of ARC 2019 possible and so enjoyable.

For information about Rodney Bay Marina see ad on page 32.
For full results and more information about the ARC visit worldcuising.com/arc

FIRSTS IN SECOND ARC+ ST. VINCENT
A first for the ARC+ fleets in 2019 was that both ARC+ St. Lucia and ARC+ St. 

Vincent boats were in the Cape Verde islands at the same time before embarking for 
their different Caribbean landfalls. Both fleets started together from Las Palmas on 
November 10th, and again from Mindelo on November 21st. The 21 ARC+ St. Vincent 
boats, bound for Blue Lagoon Marina, started a few minutes before the more than 
70 ARC+ St. Lucia boats, and ARC+ St. Vincent sailors reported that “it was so spec-
tacular to see that many boats behind you!”

Songster
Sailing in ARC+ St. Vincent was Songster, Bob Phillips and Eileen Wilson’s first 

keelboat. They chose the right tool for the job. Songster, a British-flagged Oyster 39 
built in 1979, has six transatlantics to her credit, including ARC 2003 with a previ-
ous owner. Bob and Eileen bought the boat in Turkey five years ago and have been 
cruising in Europe since then.

Eileen says they have been pleased with the boat’s performance and also pleased 
that they joined ARC+ St. Vincent. “You get a lot of safety tips, the Customs and 
Immigration formalities are a lot easier, the social activities are fantastic, all the staff 
are very friendly, and it’s lovely to arrive and be greeted — it’s all good.”

Although they enjoyed the ocean passage they are now looking forward to some 
“cappucino cruising” — their first time island-hopping in the Caribbean.

Catweazle
Russ and Harriet Whitehouse were recently in St. Vincent for the very first time, 

but their journey started long ago. The two first met when they signed aboard a 
37-foot catamaran to sail in the ARC 1987, when they were both in their early 20s. 
After that ARC finished, in Barbados, they cruised with the owner as far as Miami. 
“We were forced to get on,” laughs Russ. “After six months of being together we 
learned to tolerate one another.”

Now having married and raised two sons, “32 years later, here we are!” at Blue 
Lagoon Marina, having completed ARC+ St. Vincent 2019 in Cruising class with two 
crew, on their own boat. Despite not having sailed much in the interim, when their 
youngest went off to university they decided, “Let’s sell it all and buy a boat!” They 
purchased a ten-year-old French-flagged Allures 45, a purpose-built bluewater boat, 
and got their Yachtmaster’s qualification before joining ARC+.

Harriet recalls that when they sailed their first ARC, “We were too naive to think 
of things going wrong: I had only sailed for two weeks before. Now we are more 
responsible, we knew we had to learn so much, and the ARC has done so much to 
help us prepare. They gave us insight into things we wouldn’t have thought of our-
selves and having the support and backup was very reassuring.”

(Like Russ and Harriet, Joanna and Darryl Saayman met on a previous ARC, sail-
ing on this year's Racing division winner, Scarlet Oyster. In ARC 2019 they sailed on 
their own boat, the Beneteau first 42 Requin, with Joanna as skipper.)

Why ARC+ St. Vincent? Harriet says, “We felt the smaller fleet would be more per-
sonal, and we wanted to come to the Grenadines.” Russ and Harriet, who plan to 
spend a year in the Caribbean, with hurricane season in the ABCs, before continuing 
on a circumnavigation, say they’d recommend ARC+ St. Vincent, “This end of the 
island chain is more authentic, and this bay is just fantastic. St. Vincent is lovely!” 

For information on Blue Lagoon Marina see ad on page 17.
For full results and more information about the ARC+ St. Vincent  

visit worldcuising.com/arc_plus

In St. Vincent for the first time on their own Allures 45, Catweazle, Harriet and Russ 
first met while crewing on their first ARC — 32 years ago.
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‘Wood boats are 
not only effective, 
they’re beautiful 
on the water.’
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Tyrrel Bay, Carriacou, Grenada, West Indies
Boatyard services with 40 ton travel lift

Marine fuel dock: gasoline and diesel, engine oil
Customs & immigration

Convenience store & chandlery
Moorings & accommodation

Lunches and pizza night at the Iguana café

CarriacouMarine.com  473 443 6292

THIS was my fourth NARC rally, 
and my 20th delivery to the 
Caribbean. I had joined 
Larry Tyler, the owner and 

skipper of The Dove, the 54-foot Crealock charter 
yacht. Larry had stopped in Maine on his way to the 
Caribbean after spending the summer in Greenland.  
He asked if I had a few weeks to spare. I jumped at the 
chance to go offshore again. After a stop in Bermuda 
with the rest of the NARC boats, we elected to head for 
Antigua, not the NARC’s traditional St. Martin destina-
tion. We arrived on November 12th, seven days out of 
Bermuda. I was curious what other skippers, other 
boats and their crews had experienced. I went in 
search of other ralliers to swap stories. 

We heard there was a jump-up at an art gallery on 
the road between English Harbor and Falmouth. When 
we arrived, the gallery, the porch, patio, parking lot, 
sidewalk, even the street were packed with more than 
200 sailors and locals. A local band was knocking out 
reggae and rap, trays of food were passed, drinks were 
poured and groups of people were swapping stories. 
Larry and I soon realized we had crashed the Salty 
Dawg rally’s Arrival Party.

I met Mark Outlaw (his family’s name since the 
1600s), at a table, and he was more than willing to 
tell his story. 

Mark, a yacht broker from Florida, had joined the 
crew on Paradox, a Lagoon 450 catamaran sedan, 
which he’d sold to the present owner the previous 
year. Mark had been glued to the Dawg’s daily SSB net 
and gave me the following report, which differs slightly 
from the official report.

 “Most of the Salty Dawg boats left Virginia on 
November second and third,” Mark began. Funny, I 
thought. The NARC was already in Bermuda by 
November 1st, a third of the way to the islands.

“Chris Parker from Caribbean Weather told us to 
head south,” Mark continued over the din, “before 
entering the Stream. He said there was an odd swirl on 

the east side of the Stream to be avoided. The Stream 
often gets disrupted when it encounters the Outer 
Banks off Cape Hatteras. So there was a gap where the 
Stream had slowed down. Most of us headed through 
that gap. Twelve of the 70 boats registered for the 
Rally, those that I was tracking, were sailing to the 
Bahamas once they crossed the Stream. A few boats 
had issues after crossing, as conditions became a little 
squally. One boat was hit by lightning and diverted to 
Bermuda, another followed in need of fuel, and one 
boat had engine issues and sat becalmed in mid-ocean 
waiting for wind.”

“When did you arrive?” I asked. While rallies are not 
races, there are no trophies or squirting the crowd 
with champagne, there are bragging rights for who 
made the most miles per day. 

“The Lagoon cat is fast,” Mark boasted. “We 
clocked three days of over 200 miles each.” Earlier 
that evening I’d spoken with Ken McCullum, from 
Massachusetts, owner/skipper of Orinoco, an 
Oyster 62. He also reported three days of over 200 
miles each. 

“We were so far ahead of the pack,” said Ken, “we 
outran Chris Parker’s weather forecasts.”

Since the goal is to get the boats to the islands for a 
winter of cruising, skippers and crews sail their boats 
conservatively, so to arrive with minimal gear to fix. 
But gear does break. Hank on Avocation, his Swan 48, 
with a paying crew of five first-time offshore sailors, 
had rig problems: “Before we reached Bermuda, we’d 
lost the D-1 shroud from the second spreader to the 
bottom of the third spreader, but we did what sailors 
do. We jury rigged and carried on.”

“Most of Salty Dawgs began arriving in English 
Harbour over the past few days,” added Mark, “but we 
all agreed to rendezvous here at this party tonight.”

Larry and I, and our third crewmember, a French 
businessman, had arrived in Antigua’s Five Islands 
Bay on November 12th. “The trip down from Bermuda 
took us seven days,” I told Mark. “Most of it into head 
winds.” We’d left Bermuda on November 6th, motor-
sailing into a ten-knot southeast breeze. The saying 
goes “get east early,” so we headed to a traditional 
waypoint: 30/60 (30° North, 60° West), 100 miles 
south and 200 miles east of Bermuda. Going east of 
the rhumbline put us in a better position when we 
reached the tradewinds, on a beam reach as we head-
ed to the islands.

When we reached 30/60, we found the normal north-
east to east winds had become southeast, 12 to, at 
times, 20 knots, We motor-sailed with the main up for 
the next four days, riding up and down over five- to nine-
foot southeast swells, barely making 140 miles a day.

—Continued on next page

NARCs and Dawgs:

A Tale of Two Rallies
by David Lyman

Above: Up go the Antigua courtesy flag and the Q flag, 
announcing we’ve arrived.

Left: Philippe joined us to see what an offshore  
voyage was like.

Right: We left New England in blustery  
but favorable conditions.
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— Continued from previous page 
We didn’t reach the trades until 22° North, much 

farther south than usual. In fact, winds over the entire 
Bermuda Triangle were off this year. There were 
squally conditions east of the Stream, large patches of 
calm, and way too much southerly wind. Hank Schmitt 
on Avocation said it was the longest trip he’s made in 
20 years.

When we did enter the tradewinds, it was a delightful 
beam reach for the next two days.

Let me back up to the beginning of all of this.

It was October 25th, 2019, the day before the NARC’s 
suggested departure for Bermuda. Fifteen skippers were 
gathered at the Seamen’s Institute in Newport, Rhode 
Island, with an additional four joining in us from Little 
Creek, Virginia, on Skype. Weather Routers Inc. (WXI) 
was giving us all an extensive on-line weather briefing. 
This is the second year the NARC had boats joining from 
the Chesapeake and the same weather forecast was 
relevant for them as well. What was of intense interest 
to all was a forecast period of gale-force southwesterlies 
the second night out, just as the departing boats neared 
the Gulf Stream. The system was to be short-lived, and 
WXI promised that the wind would abate and remain 
favorable for a run to Bermuda.

All but two of the Newport boats left the next day. It 
was a fast dash south to the Gulf Stream, but during 
that second night many of the boats were in for a past-
ing. Mark and Lisa Pallington, an English couple on 
Wild Iris, their Sweden 45, found themselves in the 
Gulf Stream with 50-knot gusts. “Luckily,” Lisa told 
me in Bermuda, “the wind and the stream were in 
agreement. It was scary, but we knew the boat would 
handle it.”

Jason Calianos, owner/skipper of Parceira, a Bavaria 
45, who had left from Newport, was in the same posi-
tion. “Winds were southwest steady at 40 with gusts 
to 50 knots.”

Chinook, a Laffitte 44 cutter, had also left Newport 
that Saturday morning, but turned around later that 
afternoon when Chris Parker told them via satphone 
the southwest winds were to be stronger than WXI had 
predicted the day before. They came into Newport that 
evening and departed with us on the Monday.

On the Friday night, following the WXI briefing, 
Larry and I were in a quandary. Do we leave with the 
others, or wait out this system and leave Monday? We 
mulled over our options, and then went online to see 
what Windy and Passage Weather had to tell us. We 
studied the five-day predictions on Predict Weather. A 
Monday departure would keep us away from the rough 
weather and, with an inexperienced crewmember join-
ing to make us three, we elected to wait. When Chinook 

sent us a text via satphone that they were returning to 
Newport, that clinched it. 

On the Sunday we rode out 30-plus knots of wind 
and heavy rain anchored in Newport. 

We left on October 18th in blustery conditions with 
20 knots of northeast winds, driving us to a waypoint 
on the north edge of the Gulf Stream. We crossed the 
Stream in 25 knots of east wind, against the flow. I 
had expected worse than we got. We eased off, put the 
steep seas aft of the beam, and while steering west of 
south, we were actually heading east of south due to 

the Stream’s 3.5-knot east flowing current. It took as 
six hours to get across, only to find the winds were 
dropping to a pleasant 12 to 15 knots, but moving into 
the southeast. We motor-sailed with the main for two 
days, and as the wind continued to drop we motored 
that last 50 miles into Town Cut on Bermuda, five 
days from Newport. 

Hank Schmitt, a well-known delivery skipper, has 
been organizing the NARC every year since 1999. To 
get crews for the boats heading south he also started 
and continues to run Offshore Passage Opportunities 
(OPO), a crew placement network. As this was the 
NARC’s 20th anniversary, Hank had organized a series 
of events for the crews on arrival in Bermuda. We were 
treated to a performance by a Bermuda Goombay 
dance troupe, all decked out in colorful costumes, 
dancing to a trio of energetic drummers. Our sailors 
joined in. There was a traditional Bermuda Fish Fry 
that evening, where Hank thanked the staff at the 
Dinghy Club for hosting the NARC for 20 years. 

Hank and the NARC team also held a “thank you” 
reception at the Yachting Center for the helpful people 
at Bermuda Radio, Bermuda Customs and the Yacht 
Service Center. 

The next day, November 5th, most of the NARC rally 
boats had left St. George’s heading south or southeast, 
for the tropics.

The winds in the Bermuda Triangle this fall were 
indecisive, with frustrating areas of calm drifting 
about, and more southerly winds than any of us had 
seen before. But all the boats in this year’s East Coast 
Rallies arrived safely, with stories to tell and pictures 
to show.

SOME GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
The number of catamarans is increasing. The NARC 

had one out of 16 boats, but nearly a third of the 70 
boats in Salty Dawg were multihulls. 

There were ten kids aboard six different boats, and a 
third of the Salty Dawg Rally participants were female. 
Ages of participants ranged from five to 81 years in the 

Salty Dawg. 
The NARC Rally, known as an offshore boot camp, 

has a program where first-time offshore sailors can 
make the leap from coastal to offshore cruising in a 
one- or two-week voyage. 

A quarter of the NARC’s 60 participants paid for the 
opportunity to experience their first deep-water adven-
ture aboard a Swan cruiser-racer under the command 
of an experienced and knowledgeable pro skipper.

I also noted some major differences between 
the rallies.

The Salty Dawg charges a fee for each boat. The 
NARC has no per-boat free, just US$100 per crew-
member to cover the banquets. The Salty Dawg has 
impressive social schedules. Gathering a week before 
departure for dinners, parties, lectures, seminars, it’s 
a yacht club for those who have no yacht club. The 
NARC is a bit more businesslike as many of the profes-
sional skippers are on delivery. And while there are no 
seminars or lectures, the NARC does provide a detailed 
weather briefing and group banquets at either end of 
the rally. 

The NARC has a planned stop in Bermuda. 
Departing from the Chesapeake, the Salty Dawg, 

being farther south, is in warmer waters and over the 
Gulf Stream in a day. The NARC, departing from 
Newport, takes nearly two days to reach the Stream, 
and leaves in much colder and at times blustery condi-
tions, which can be a real test for first-timers.

Add the Caribbean 1500 East Coast to Virgin Islands 
rally to the Salty Dawg and the NARC, not to mention 
the granddaddy ARC rally from the Canary Islands to 
St. Lucia, plus the hundreds of boats that make the 
voyage on their own, or who summer-over, and we’re 
talking a hefty economic impact on the Eastern 
Caribbean economy. But the numbers are only part of 
the story. It’s the stories the crews swap once ashore 
— and will be telling and embellishing throughout 
their lives — that are worth telling. This fall’s migra-
tion included gear failure, fish caught, books read and 
written, contrary winds, calms, limited fuel, getting 
struck by lightning, seasickness, moonlit nights, cock-
pit conversations and dramatic sunsets. When one 
boat in the Salty Dawg snagged a wandering fishing 
net in its prop in mid-ocean, a young crewman volun-
teered to go over the side and cut it loose. While so 
engaged, he noticed something large lurking beneath 
him. It was a curious young whale. Soon the entire 
crew was over the side to join it. 

Nelson's Dockyard, English Harbour,  
Antigua is a picturesque destination for rallies  
and independent sailors alike.
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Chain & Rope

Anchors & Fenders

Electric Wire

Marine Hoses 

Bilge Pumps 

Lubricants & Oils

Stainless Fasteners

Stainless Fittings

Flares & Life Jackets

Snorkeling Equipment

Fishing Gear

Antifouling Paint

Paint Brushes

Epoxy Resins

Sanding Paper & Discs

Hand & Power Tools

Houseware & Cookware

Marine Plywood

Rodney Bay, St. Lucia   Tel: (758) 452 0300    info@johnsons-hardware.com 

            Johnsons Hardware      
for your marine SupplieS and So much more

WE could have waited for the cold front 
to pass, but that would have meant 
we’d be stuck in Hampton, Virginia 
for another week. But we couldn’t 

stand one more day. Heavy winds and rains chilled the 
anchorage enough that we shivered for nights on end. 
Dreaming of being in the Caribbean, we decided, like 
most of the other boats, to make a run for it. 

This was our first real year of cruising. After Hurricane 
Irma laid waste to our island home of St. Maarten and 
our monohull, my boyfriend and I decided to both 
upgrade boat-wise and get out of Hurricane Row for the 
summer. We arrived in Miami and boarded our new 
catamaran, a Seawind 1160lite named Stardust. 

We cruised as far as Newport, Rhode Island, before 
we started working our way back south. I was repeat-
edly told not to worry about the cold weather; the 
“Indian Summer” would last through October. Many 
nights we froze in Long Island Sound and I cursed 
myself for trusting those Yanks. The 1160lite is 
designed for warm water coastal cruising — perfect for 
the Caribbean. To our dismay, she remained an icebox 
as we jittered our way back south to Virginia, to join 
the Salty Dawg Rally from Hampton to Antigua. 

We chose this rally at the suggestion of friends. It 
was also the quickest way back to St. Maarten. 
Although the rally officially ended in Antigua, we 
decided to forgo the post-rally parties and go straight 
to our home turf. 

When we sailed out of the brown murky water in 
Virginia on November 2nd, we were wrapped in 
blankets. From then on, we de-layered by the day. 
Even though we were 1,400 nautical miles from 
home, the warming breeze was a welcomed taste of 
what was to come. 

Or what we hoped was to come. We had five days to 
try to get across the Gulf Stream and far enough south 
to avoid the cold front trailing us. Our plan was to sail 
east toward Bermuda and then down to the Leeward 
Islands, giving us a nice angle — one where we weren’t 
beating against the elements of the sea.

But we just couldn’t manage it. Even though for a 
good part of the trip we held seven or eight knots of 
speed, the waves and current held us back.  

Cruisers who had done this rally before told us the 
conditions we encountered were unusual. We should 

have gotten calmer seas and more agreeable winds, 
but it just wasn’t the case this year. A week went by of 
being slingshot around the boat. It was too rough to 
stand; I spent my days sitting or lying down. The veins 
in my legs pulsated, perhaps from moving so little or 
from trying to find a comfortable position while on 
watch. Usually I can manage a yoga session on the 
boat, but I was not prepared for nonstop rough seas 
that put me into a sedentary state.

It had taken us two months to prepare for this rally. 
Ordering parts, a life raft, buckets, safety equipment, 
medicines, etcetera — we spent a fortune in the pro-
cess. The Salty Dawg Rally held weeklong safety 
classes for participants and required us to have spe-
cial communications equipment so we could stay in 
touch with everyone.

However, I hadn’t attended the courses, to my cap-
tain’s chagrin. It certainly would have been for every-
one’s best if I’d had more knowledge about safety at 
sea, plotting our waypoints, and deciphering the 
weather reports. But I was busy — and unmotivated. I 
spent the prior week at a work event and arrived at the 
boat the day before we departed. But I was not totally 
useless. I had recruited our third crewmember, Erik, 

who was a huge help. Our catamaran can easily be 
sailed by two, but having an extra set of hands made 
all the difference. More sleep, less pressure, more 
accountability. It also made things less boring — bore-
dom being something I’ve come to find as a huge 
hurdle while at sea. 

Erik had never been to St. Maarten before and we 
were thrilled at the idea of showing off our island to 
him. I am no doubt biased, mostly because I’ve never 
lived in any other place that was so accepting and 
relaxed. St. Maarten is a melting pot of over 110 
nationalities (or so I’m told). The community here is so 
wonderfully diverse. It’s refreshing being in a place 
that recognizes what makes you different from one 
another and applauds your uniqueness. St. Maarten is 
a little hub of life and although it’s a small island, I’ve 
never been bored thanks to what the vibrant commu-
nity offers. It was these thoughts that made my night 
watches pass with a little more grace.

Had we continued farther down the East Coast, 
through the Bahamas and onward, the passage would 
have taken us months. No one on board had that kind 
of time. We wanted a quick ten to 12 days of smooth 
sailing. I can almost hear Mother Nature laughing at 
me in the background. We did not get smooth sailing 
and I averaged probably four hours of sleep per day. 
The waves played me like an accordion, outstretching 
my body and then crumpling my bones back into 
myself. I had to find positions of least resistance, and 
to surrender to the motion. The night the cold front did 
catch up with us, I thought “okay, any minute now I 

will collapse through this bed into the sea.” It would be 
a better death than running a red light on my way to 
Walmart. I like the idea of Mother Nature claiming 
what’s hers. “I’ve only one thing to do and that’s to be 
the way that I am and then sink back into the ocean.” 
Fortunately, our boat held up and we pressed south-
bound, day by slow day. 

Staying sane and not losing my sleep-deprived wits 
was my biggest challenge. At one point, my captain 
woke me up from a fitful nap to tell me to come outside. 
Cranky as can be, I complained the whole way until my 
eyes registered and my excitement grew. Four hundred 
miles north of St. Maarten the color of the water was 
exhilarating, an intoxicating blue. I felt we were so 
close. He pointed in the distance to two things bobbing 
in the water. WHALES! Sperm whales, a mother and 
her calf. But they weren’t spouting water, they were 
sleeping, upside down. I resonated with them. We were 
making our migration south together. I too wanted to 
sleep and wake up in warm, Caribbean water.

Other than a few nice moments, not a whole lot hap-
pened out at sea. In fact, I lost track of time. I was 
constantly checking to see what day it was — are we 
there yet? Nope. Since I didn’t have e-mails to answer, 
how could I possibly know it was Wednesday?

—Continued on page 35

Comin’ in from the Cold:

St. Maarten CallS
by Chelsea Pyne

Left: In Hampton, Virginia, waiting to set sail.

Right: Dressed for cold weather 
with anti-seasickness glasses.
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Junior Sailing Programs 
Weigh In from 

Around the Caribbean
To ring in the New Year, Y2A reached out to junior sailing programs around the 

Caribbean to get their reports on 2019. This month, we’ll be covering three 
island nations.

Reinier Calkhoven, Sint Maarten Yacht Club’s Sailing Director, tells us that the 
Sint Maarten Yacht Club Sailing School currently has:

• 65 students enrolled in SMYC’s weekly after-school lessons and another ten on 
the waiting list (up from around 50 this time the previous year).

• 25 students in SMYC’s primary school program (from two local schools, Sr. 
Regina and the Seventh-Day Adventist School).

• Approximately six to eight students starting a new block of adult beginner lessons 
every four to five weeks.

Also, eight of SMYC’s older students have been trained and are currently working 
as assistant sailing instructors.

On the racing side:
• Of the 65 students, about 20 to 25 race regularly.
• 20 to 25 boats take part in SMYC’s Saturday Afternoon Dinghy Races.
• SMYC’s SOL Optimist Championship in November had 31 competitors from St. 

Maarten, St. Martin, Antigua, Curaçao, St. Barth and St. Kitts.
• SMYC hosts the Domino’s Interschool Regatta in January, where up to eight 

schools compete for best Dinghy Sailing Primary/High School.
• In April, SMYC will host the Grant Thornton Multi-Class Regatta which is open 

to five classes, and up to 50 boats are expected to take part this year.
From the other side of the island, Leonde Vermueulen reports on St. Martin:
The French side has its own sailing school: Club de Voile de Friar’s Bay.
Starting from the 14th annual SOL St. Maarten Optimist Championship, SMYC is 

building a very good relationship with the French side’s sailing school. They entered 
two kids in the regatta who had little racing experience but did very well. Mikias 
Michaux received the “Best Newcomer” trophy.

In November, Club de Voile de Friar’s Bay brought four Laser Picos and several 
Optimist sailors to participate in SMYC’s second annual Grant Thornton Season 
Championship.

Contact Antoine at antoinebomma97@gmail.com for more information about Club de 
Voile de Friar’s Bay.

Staying in the northern Leeward islands, Simon Favaud, who was off-island for a year 
following the “IrMaria” 2017 hurricanes, reports on youth sailing in Saint Barths: 

We still have our learning and racing programs for youths starting as young as 
five years old. We have good international ranking results in Optis, RS Fevas, 
Lasers and Windsurfers. 

The Mini Bucket regatta in May is now registered as a national event, enabling 
sailors to be selected to compete in the national championship. More and more kids 
and adults are joining.

We bought a 40-foot catamaran in 2019 to be able to go racing in other islands 
such as St. Maarten/St. Martin, Anguilla and maybe St. Kitts and Antigua. The 
catamaran also provides accommodation for two new coaches.

So, yes, we are always expanding!
Next month Y2A will share a report farther down the Eastern Caribbean, including 

St. Kitts & Nevis and Grenada.
Don’t see your favorite Caribbean youth sailing organization weighing in? Urge them 

to contact ellenbirrell@gmail.com.
Since 2014, Ellen Birrell & Captain James Hutchins have hosted 68 six-day High 

Adventure Scouting USA charters. Summer 2019, with support from the University of 
the Virgin Islands, they introduced STEM citizen science turtle counts and benthic 
surveys to scouts onboard S/V Boldly Go. 

Support Learn to Sail
Youth2Adult — Y2A — is a series of articles celebrating sailing’s role in youth 

development for Caribbean children.
Today’s island youth are tomorrow’s island adults. “Y2A” supports healthy youth 

development focused on education, skills and opportunity. Learning to sail deepens a 
child’s sense of self-esteem and their appreciation for the marine environment that sur-
rounds them. This is important for the long-term wellbeing of locals and visitors alike.

Be part of a bright future. Support Learn to Sail programs for all Caribbean youth. 
The future of recreational and competitive sailing, and maybe even the health of 
coastal waters, depends on it.

y2a by eLLen birreLL

Young sailors burning up 
the course on RS Fevas.
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SELECTED ON-LINE 

WEATHER
 SOURCES

When was the last time you simply looked at the sky to forecast the next day’s 
weather? For that matter, when was the last time you tapped a barometer? Yet 
weather prediction occupies a large part of sailors’ attention.

Although it’s been a long time since people tried to predict the weather by seeing 
whether or not the groundhog went back in his hole, it has also been a while since 
mariners routinely listened to WWV radio for marine storm warnings. The use of 
once-popular weatherfax has to a great extent been replaced by GRIB.

While SSB radio weather forecasts are still indispensable, today, with WiFi so 
widely available in the Caribbean, increasing numbers of sailors get their weather 
information from on-line sources. Here we present a selection that various Caribbean 
cruisers have recommended (tested PC and Andoid tablet compatible). 

Is your favorite not here? Let us know at sally@caribbeancompass.com

Caribbean National, Regional and Island Weather Websites 
 • ABCs Weather: www.meteo.cw/rad_loop.php
 • Curaçao Met Department: www.meteo.cw
 • Barbados Weather Satellite: 
     http://barbadosweather.org/GOES16/Jiren_Satellite_Products.php
 • Martinique Weather Radar: 
www.meteofrance.gp/previsions-meteo-antilles-guyane/animation/radar/antilles 

 • Panama Weather (requires Adobe Flash, not Android compatible):
     www.hidromet.com.pa/index.php 
 • Trinidad & Tobago Weather Radar: www.metoffice.gov.tt/Radar_Imagery 

 • US National Weather Service (for USVI and Puerto Rico): 
     www.srh.noaa.gov/sju
General Weather Websites
 • NOAA National Weather Service Caribbean:

    www.weather.gov/marine/offnt3cmz
• Mike's Weather Page: www.spaghettimodels.com
• WINDFinder: www.windfinder.com
• ON Board ON Line: www.onboardonline/weathertools
• PassageWeather (provides seven-day wind, wave and weather forecasts):  

     passageweather.com
• Weather Underground: www.wunderground.com/hurricane
General weather discussion on Wunderground:
    www.wunderground.com/cat6
• www.windyty.com (wind speed and direction for 14 days    

     in about three-hour increments)
• Ventusky (similar to windyty): www.ventusky.com

Weather Conversions: http://weather.org/conversion.htm

Commercial Marine Weather Service Websites
• Buoyweather (free two-day forecasts and paid-for custom forecasts):   

     www.buoyweather.com
• Chris Parker’s Marine Weather Center (listen free on daily SSB nets,   

     or subscribe for daily e-mails for your area): www.mwxc.com 
• Atlantic severe storm prediction (paid subscription): 
    www.stormpulse.com/atlantic

Hurricane Information Websites
• Caribbean Hurricane Network: www.stormcarib.com

 • US National Hurricane Center: www.nhc.noaa.gov
 • NHC Marine Weather Discussion:  

                 www.nhc.noaa.gov/text/MIAMIMATS.shtml
 • NHC Offshore Reports: www.nhc.noaa.gov/marine/offshores.php
 • AccuWeather: http://sirocco.accuweather.com
 • Atlantic Hurricane Tracking Chart (print out for offline reference): 
     www.nhc.noaa.gov/pdf/tracking_chart_atlantic.pdf
 • NHC Marine Graphicast: 
     www.nhc.noaa.gov/marine/graphicast.php?basin=at#contentw.nws.noaa
 • NOAA Climate Discussion: www.climate.gov/news-features

In addition, surf and swell forecasts (great for those “iffy” anchorages) 
are provided at http://magicseaweed.com.

Happy weather windows!

An article from Modern Mechanics 
magazine, 1932
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CliCk below for Caribbean Compass
Calendar of events:

www.caribbeancompass.com/online/jan_dec_2020.pdf
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CliCk below for Caribbean Compass
Calendar of events:

www.caribbeancompass.com/online/jan_dec_2020.pdf
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CliCk below for Caribbean Compass
Calendar of events:

www.caribbeancompass.com/online/jan_dec_2020.pdf
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CliCk below for Caribbean Compass
Calendar of events:

www.caribbeancompass.com/online/jan_dec_2020.pdf
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selected Caribbean shortwave
Weather reports Winter 2020

uTc asT* sTaTiOn & repOrT DescripTiOn FreQ  Type mODe
0915 0515 nOaa Daily Offshore Forecast** a  Voice usB 
1000 0600 Daily Caribbean Weather 6215 (uncontrolled 1000-1200) usB
1030 0630 Trinidad Emergency net  3855   LsB/Ham 
1030 0630 Carib. Emergency & Weather net 3815   LsB/Ham 
1100 0700 Caribbean net (Mon-sat) 7250   LsB/Ham
1100 0700 Eastern Carib. Weather (Chris) 4045 & 8137   usB (note 1)
1130 0730 Bahamas Weather (Chris) 4045 & 8137   usB (note 1)
1200 0800 Coconut Telegraph  4060   usB
1215 0815 KPK Cruising safety (sponsor ssCa) 8104   usB (note 3)
1220 0820 Bahamas Weather (C6aGG C Wardle)7096/3696  LsB/Ham
1230 0830 us East Coast, atlantic nE of Bermuda (Chris) 8137/12350 usB (note 1)
1245 0845 Waterway Cruising Club  7268   LsB/Ham
1330 0930 Western Carib. Weather (Chris) 8137 & 12350  usB (note 1)
1330 0930 Panama Connection net 8107 & 8167  usB
1330 0930 Cruizheimers net  8152     usB
1400 1000 northwest Caribbean net 6209   usB
1530 1130 nOaa Offshore Forecast** a  Voice usB
2130 1730 Caribbean Cocktail & Weather 7086   LsB/Ham
2130 1730 nOaa Offshore Forecast** a  Voice usB
2130 1730 Transatlantic Cruisers' net (KPK) 12350   usB (note 3)
2200 1800 Carib. and atlantic Weather (Chris) 8137 & 12350 Voice usB (notes 1 & 2)
2230 1830 Carib. Emergency & Weather 3815  Voice LsB/Ham
0330 2330 nOaa Offshore Forecast ** a  Voice usB
24/7/365 Maritime Mobile net (Emergency, Weather & assistance) 14300 usB/Ham

* Atlantic Standard Time (AST) does not shift to DST in the summer in Caribbean waters.

** NOAA frequencies (in kHz):
     NMN, Chesapeake, 4426, 6501, 8764, 13089. NMG, New Orleans, 4316, 8502, 12788

note 1: unless severe weather threatens, this net is not conducted on sundays. 
 When there are active Tropical systems in the atlantic, Marine Weather Center (Chris) runs a  
 net at 2300 uTC/1900 asT on 8137 usB. 

note 2:  Please hail Marine Weather Center 15 minutes before the net so that Chris knows    
 where to aim his antenna to reach you. This net is geared primarily to offshore atlantic and  
 Pacific passagemakers. For schedule updates see www.mwxc.com

note 3: The Transatlantic Cruisers' net operates only during yacht migration periods. 

Tips
• During severe tropical storm or hurricane activity, information can be found continuously on the   
 Hurricane Watch net on 14325 usB/Ham and 3950 LsB/Ham.

• In case of maritime emergency, any vessel in distress can call the 24/7/365 Maritime Mobile net on  
 14300 usB/Ham.
 anyone, licensed or not, may legally operate on Ham or any other frequencies in the event  
 of life-threatening or DIsTrEss situations. 

• a more complete schedule of East Coast cruising nets is available at 
 www.docksideradio.com/east_coast.htm

nEW experimental 25 MHz WWV broadcast: WWV has resumed continuous time signal broadcasting 
on 25 MHz on an experimental basis. The broadcast consists of the normal WWV signal heard on all 
other WWV frequencies, at the same level of accuracy. as an experimental broadcast, the 25 MHz 
signal may be interrupted or suspended without notice.

cruisers’ VHF neTs
 see a list of selected cruisers' VHF nets on page 4 of this issue of Compass!

Corrections and comments are welcome. Please send them to sally@caribbeancompass.com
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HEY, READERS! 
If you’d like to receive notification by e-mail 

when each month’s new Compass is available  
free online, just drop a note to 

sally@caribbeancompass.com and we’ll put you 
on the list — it’s as easy as that!

 McIntyre Bros. Ltd.
     true Blue, st George’s Grenada  

Call 1 (473) 444 3944  macford@spiceisle.com

Honda, Mazda and ford Dealership  
Vehicle sales & service

Book your Car rentals & Island Tours with us
discover Grenada with 

Caribbean Horizons tours & services
info@caribbeanhorizons.com   
www.caribbeanhorizons.com

We service what we sell!
2 & 4-stroke engines     genuine Parts & service  

Yamaha Certified Technicians 
Duty free deliveries & reliable service for Yachts

GrEnada
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by Jo-Anne Nina Sewlal

One of the best things about the twin-island nation of 
Trinidad & Tobago is its mix of ethnicities and cultures. In our 
colonial past people from many other parts of the world came 
to our tiny islands to work on the sugar and cocoa planta-
tions. These included East Indians of Hindu and Muslim 
backgrounds who, beginning in 1845, came as indentured 
labourers, bringing their religions and customs with them. 
The islands are now all-embracing, and persons of all races 
and faiths are welcomed to participate in the East Indian fes-
tivals and observances. I hope you will visit us, enjoy some of 
these celebrations, and gain an insight into the East Indian 
culture of Trinidad & Tobago. 

Holi: A Spring Purification Rite
Phagwa or “Holi” is a Hindu spring festival and usually 

takes place during March or April, usually following the 
national Carnival celebration. It is not however, a public holi-
day. It will take place on March 9th and 10th, 2020.

It has deep religious significance as a purification rite that 
promotes good health. There is lots of joyful singing and dancing 
where participants are sprayed with colourful vegetable dyes 
called abeer. It is advisable to wear old clothes, although white 
is often worn — which does not stay white for long as it is 
quickly covered in these colourful dyes. Special folk songs called 
chowtal are sung, accompanied by a small hand drum called a 
dholak, and majeera (tiny cymbals held between the fingers).

The word “Holi” is derived from the Sanskrit word “Holika” 
meaning “parched grains.” Holika is also a female central 
character in a story that explains the significance of this fes-
tival. She was an evil witch who could not be destroyed by fire. 
She was enlisted by her brother, the evil King Hiranyakashipu, 
to destroy his son Prahlada after he refused to worship him 
as a god. She took the boy to a large fire but, due to his great 
faith he survived and her powers were reduced, and she 
instead was destroyed in the fire. Persons who witnessed the event took her ashes 
(Holi) and threw them at each other. Today’s Phagwa observances include burning 
an effigy of Holika as a symbol of purification. 

Eid-ul-Fitr, the End of Ramadan
The next East Indian festival is Eid-ul-Fitr or Eid, which is a religious holiday of 

Muslim origin and is a public holiday in Trinidad & Tobago. It is the day that ends 
the holy month of Ramadan, which includes weeks of fasting. Devout Muslims eat 
at sunrise and abstain from food (some also abstain from water) until sunset when 
they break their fast. This lasts for 28 to 30 days until the new moon is sighted. They 
thank Allah for giving them the will, strength and endurance to observe this fast. The 

day starts with visiting the mosque for Eid prayers; afterwards alms are given to the 
less fortunate.

Eid-ul-Fitr also involves the renewal of family ties and includes visits from extend-
ed family and close family friends. There is delicious food including a variety of cur-
ried meats. But the signature dessert is sawine, in which toasted vermicelli noodles 
(similar to angel hair pasta) are boiled in milk and spices to an almost pudding-like 
consistency and served with raisins, almonds or maraschino cherries, or all three!

The Islamic year is based on the 13-month lunar calendar. As a result, each year Eid 
is celebrated ten days later than the previous year. It falls on May 24th this year.

Hosay: Commemorative Processions
The festival of Hosay follows, which is observed by Shi’a Muslims throughout the 

world. Although it is referred to as a festival, it is a very solemn event as it com-
memorates the martyrdom of Hussain and Hassan (grandsons of the Prophet 
Mohammed) at the Battle of Kerbala in Persia (modern-day Iran). “Hosay” is actually 
a creole term, which is a distorted version of the name “Hussein”.

Hosay can be observed early or late in the year and takes place over a period of 
four days. This year it begins on August 29th. The observances start on “Flag Night,” 
when the first procession takes place. Persons walk through the streets carrying 
multicoloured flags to mark the start of the Battled of Karbala. On the second night, 

small tadjahs (elaborately decorated models of mosques) are carried through the 
streets accompanied by the beating of tassa drums (to symbolize war drums). The 
rhythm they play is set and played throughout the world for this observance. On the 
third night, the larger versions of the tadjahs are carried through the streets, each 
one measuring ten to 15 feet in height. Two dancers, each carrying two large cres-
cent-shaped moons (representing the brothers) participate in the parade. Volunteers 
spend countless hours in “yards”  making these tadjahs out of bamboo, coloured 
paper, tinsel and glass. The men that carry the tadjahs have to go through purifica-
tion rituals that involve fasting, prayers and abstinence from sex.

—Continued on next page

East Indian 

in Trinidad & Tobago
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On the second night of Hosay, small tadjahs 
(elaborately decorated models of mosques) 
are carried through the streets accompanied 
by the beating of tassa drums.

Cell : +596 696 45 89 75  / Office : + 596 596 52 14 28 / mail : douglas@yachtservices.fr

www.douglasyachtservices.fr

•  Yacht Concierge 24/24 - 7/7
•  Electronic Clearance via Email

•  4G/LTE & TVRO products & services
•  Project Management: Haul-Out, Maintenance

•  Gourmet provisions
•  Medical Turnkey Assistance & MEDEVAC

«A to Z» SERVICE AGENT

Service Team
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PR – Botes del Norte
(787) 262-6273

PR – Caribe Distributor & Service, Inc.
(787) 239-2014

PR – Marina Vistas De Parguera
(787) 899-0670

PR – Del Caribe Marine
(787) 999-2411

St. Croix – Bryan’s Marine Dealership
(340) 277-6603

St. Thomas – REV Marine
340-277-3968

St. Maarten – FKG Marine
(721) 544-4733

Tortola, BVI – Int’l Marine
(284) 494-2516

Bermuda - The Marine Locker
(441) 295-9950

Cayman – Cayman Power Sports
(345) 943-2005

Bonaire – Marine Center
(599) 701-3200

Curacao – Marine Zone
(599) 9-563-0933

Grenada – North Yacht Shop
(473) 423-1201

St Lucia – Village Marine Ltd.
(758) 450-9333 / 484-9999

St Lucia – Village Marine Ltd.
(758) 450-9333 / 484-9999

Barbados – Carter’s Fishermen Corner
(246) 431-1500

Barbados – Carter’s Fishermen Corner
(246) 431-1500

Guyana – General Equipment Ltd.
(592) 233-0543

Trinidad and Tobago – C3 Marina Limited
868-222-6590

Service Center PR- Wally Castro Marine
(787) 860-3757

NMMA Innovation Award
(2003,2011,2012)

IBEX Innovation Award
(2006,2004,2017)

IMTEC Innovation Award
(1988,1997,1998)

Boating Industry Magazine Top Product
(2015,2017&2018)

SUZUKI MARINE IS THE #1 choice for boating 
experts and enthusiasts in the Caribbean.

ultimate boating experience.

visit us at:
www.suzukipr.com 

Suzuki Caribbean Marine

— Continued from previous page 
On the final day there is a daytime procession that usually starts at 10:00am, when 

the dancers with the moons go through the streets to an open field and dance with 
each other, simulating the battle and the brothers’ triumph over death. A special 
prayer is offered for the dead as part the observance and represents the entombment 
of the brothers. The observance usually ends between 6:00 and 7:00pm that day, 
traditionally with the tadjahs being thrown into the sea to ensure all prayers are 
answered. However, nowadays they are dismantled and disposed of in an environ-
mentally friendly way. 

Hosay is observed annually in 
Tunapuna, Couva, Curepe and 
Cedros, with the largest observance 
held in St. James. 

Divali: The Festival of Lights
Finally, there is Divali, which is a 

contraction of the Sanskrit word 
“Deepavali” which means “row of 
lights.” It takes place in the month of 
Karthik (October – November) on the 
Hindu calendar, and is said to fall on 
the darkest night of the year. There 
is a popular story of the return of 
Lord Rama to the holy city of Ayodya 
after 14 years in exile on the darkest 
night of the year. The inhabitants of 
the city lit deyas (oil lamps) so that 
Lord Rama could find his way back. 
This festival, also called, the Festival 
of Lights, pays homage to the Hindu 
goddess Lakshmi, the goddess of 

light, wealth and prosperity. Hindus believe that she emerged from the Ocean of Milk 
(Ksheer Sagar) and endowed mankind with wealth and prosperity.

For Hindus there is a period of fasting and abstinence. A lot of preparation also 
takes place at Hindu homes, which receive a thorough cleaning as it is believed that 
Mother Lakshmi will not enter a dirty home. Also, new clothes have to be bought to 
wear on Divali day. Days before Divali, especially in our rural areas, it is not uncom-
mon for the men in the village to “burst bamboo.” Stalks of bamboo are split by 
drilling a small hole in them and placing kerosene inside, which is lit repeatedly 
while blowing on the flame. The split bamboo stalks are more pliable and can be bent 
into quite intricate designs and the joints provide ready made stands on which to 
place deyas. Bursting bamboo can be quite dangerous, however, and many have 
sustained facial injuries. 

In the week leading up to Divali, organizations, businesses, banks and schools 
organize cultural programmes. Staff and students dress in East Indian ethnic wear. 
East Indian sweets and parsad (a traditional sweet served at Hindu religious ceremo-
nies, made by toasting flour and cooking it while adding milk and sugar to produce 
something like cookie dough) are also distributed to staff and customers. Many busi-
nesses have sales and specials for this season. 

Divali celebrations are held at the Divali Nagar site (official headquarters of the 
National Council for Indian Culture) in Chaguanas, the first Hindu theme park in 
the world. Here, a week of cultural, religious, commercial and educational activities 
are held. Theatrical re-enactments of stories from the Hindu scriptures also take 
place before Divali (usually in October). There is the nine-day outdoor festival of 
Ramleela, which tells the story of Lord Rama. There are colourful costumes, music, 
dancing and an explosive finale! The most elaborate re-enactments are held in the 
towns of Couva and Felicity.

At 6:00pm, there is a pooja (prayer) to Mother Lakshmi that the family takes part 
in. Afterwards parsad and other Indian sweets such as kurma, ladoo, jalebi, gullab 
jamun, peera and barfi are distributed to family and friends. Friends and relatives 
are also invited to come over and light deyas, which are tiny clay lamps resembling 
a little bowl, which contain a cotton wick and are filled with coconut oil. Deyas are 
in countless homes, even on sidewalks and in elaborate displays in yards of private 
residences, parks and other community spaces. Once the deyas are lit, people dine 
on a vegetarian dinner typically consisting of curried potatoes and chickpeas, curried 
breadfruit, pumpkin, and rice served on a sohari leaf (relative of the banana family), 
all of which is eaten with your hands. Now that’s smart — no washing up after! Also, 
please do not eat the leaf; it is not the salad. 

I hope that you have enjoyed this written tour of the East Indian festivals of 
Trinidad & Tobago — where, as our national anthem says, “every creed and race 
finds an equal place” — and will come to visit us soon. 

Above: During Holi there is lots of joyful singing and dancing where participants are 
sprayed with colourful vegetable dyes called abeer.

Right: Newly arrived coolies in Trinidad, circa 1895.

Below: Divali commemorates the return of Lord Rama to the holy city of Ayodya after 
14 years in exile on the darkest night of the year.
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THE 70TH ANNIVERSARY 

OF LE SELECT
by John Everton

I made a special point of attending this momentous and gala festival, held 
November 8th through 11th, 2019, because it was in the present incarnation of Le 
Select where I met my wife, Roni, 41 years ago when she made landfall in St. Barts 
from England. She was born the same year as Le Select —1949. 

Roni missed experiencing the “old Select” by a year or so. I was lucky enough to 
reach St. Barts a few years before her (1972 vs. 1978) and be able to spend many 
memorable hours in the old Select, a yellow-shingled traditional St. Barts house with 
red swinging saloon doors. The only people you ever saw there were sailors and 
locals; very seldom would a Frenchman be seen there. Occasionally one of the 
Windjammer vessels would call in to St. Barts and there would be a dance that night 
at Le Select, with the phonograph needle jumping along with all the people “jumping 
up” as the floor went up and down. The bar itself had lots of patina, much of it in 
the form of termite holes. The nine Stakelborough kids all took their turns tending 
bar as they grew up and Marius, the patriarch — who called himself “the last black 
Swede in St. Barts” — worked mornings at the weather station up the hill next to the 
lighthouse. His wife, Helene, a wonderful woman of Norman or Breton descent, 
cooked food for everyone, oversaw the bar, and kept rabbits in hutches behind the 
bar. Her stewed rabbit was delicious! She had a delightful sense of humour and I’ve 
missed seeing her there for the many years since she passed.

Ten years ago Roni and I were lucky 
enough to leave the Chesapeake Bay with 
our two grown-up kids, Kylie and Iain, 
aboard our 1943-built, 50-foot wooden 
ketch, Gaucho, and reach St. Barts in 14 
days, a few days before Le Select’s 60th 
anniversary celebration got underway. That 
was a great party, especially with our kids. 

As I told Marius, we were the only people to sail from the US for the party! 
With our history in Le Select and on St. Barts it was well worth the effort to get there 

for the 70th, including a three-day slog in rough seas across the Anegada Passage 
against a due-east wind and plenty of current against us. Since we down-sized to a rela-
tively light nine-ton, 35-foot sloop after living aboard 37-ton, 50-foot Gaucho for 34 years, 
we’ve found out one of the consequences of down-sizing is less comfort in a big sea.

This year the party, though smaller, was better in many respects — no “parrot-
heads” (Jimmy Buffet fans; Le Select was the inspiration for his “Cheeseburger in 
Paradise”) invading the island who didn’t even know Marius, no megayachts running 
their generators and creating exhaust fumes at the main dock, in fact no music at 
all on the main dock except for the concert at the Portuguese Festival — everything 
was up on the stage in the garden of Le Select.

For four days and nights the diverse music entertained everyone. It included Sweet 
Pan, Dynasti’z, New Creation, Les Romantiques, Ambyans, Soley and Jimmy. The 
most memorable band to me included a beautiful young woman with a haunting 
voice and her guitarist accompaniment. Great music for dancing, which I did plenty 
of trying to get my back in shape after straining it grinding winches for a few days 
(the p’tit punches helped too!).

All but one of Marius’s children were seen, with several grandchildren, along with 
old friends from the States and the islands. Marius, though 96 now and a bit more 
frail than at the 60th, remembered that Roni and I had met there. He had done a 
wonderful job creating a museum of Le Select and St Barts memorabilia with photos, 
news clippings, scrap books and paintings. It is on the back street near Shell Beach 
and was open to the public during the party and attracted a large crowd.  

It was good to see my old friend David Wegman there, after losing Afrigan Queen — 
his circumnavigating Coral Bay, Block Island schooner — in Hurricane Irma. Heidi and 
Lynney, a couple of other friends who summer on the same island in northern Maine, 
were also there, and other old timers included Gail Creaser, PJ and Annie, and Ina.

I particularly enjoyed seeing Maurice Mayer out playing music after losing his wife 
of 61 years, Bernadette. For many years after he retired from seafaring he used to 
drive the St. Barts pilots out to the incoming ships. I love to hear him talk about his 
seafaring days and see his passion for music. And the festival was all about music 
and people and the part that music plays in people’s lives.

Many thanks to our local friends who put us up while there, Harry and Marjorie 
Romney by La Pointe and Lucky Luke and Rachel Garrin around the harbour. 
Thanks also to Fast Eddy and Brigette for the great parties and food, and huge 
thanks to the Stakelboroughs and their friends for the champagne, delicious hors 
d’oeuvres and all their organizing. It was a wonderful party!

And special thanks to Marius for keeping such an iconic bar going for 70 years!
We so much enjoyed re-connecting with old friends and making new ones, too 

numerous to name. I am already looking forward to the 80th!

 Above: Le Select’s patriarch, Marius 
Stakelborough, with Roni and John Everton.

Left: The festival was all about music and 
people and the part that music plays  
in people’s lives.

SECRET HARBOUR 

MARINA

15MN DRIVE FROM THE AIRPORT

MARINA DOCKING / 53 SLIPS

20 DELUXE COTTAGES

RESTAURANT & COCKTAIL BAR / POOL & TENNIS / PRIVATE BEACH. 

TEL: +1 (473) 444 4449 . enquiries@secretharbourgrenada.com

www.secretharbourgrenada.com
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Plastic pollution in the marine environ-
ment has emerged in the past decade as 
an important global environmental issue. 
These contaminants are ubiquitous in 
nature and the threat they pose to marine 
life is real and persistent.

eXXpedition is a not-for-profit organiza-
tion of all-female scientific researchers. It 
has run expeditions all over the world — 
trips with a focus on highlighting the 
impact single-use plastic is having on our 
planet’s ecosystems and on human health. 
Its current two-year mission is to circumnavigate the globe under sail, exploring the 
problem of microplastics in the oceans by taking and studying samples. Mission 
Director Emily Penn, who founded eXXpedition in 2014, says that the solution is to 
“turn off the tap” on land and stop the plastic entering the sea in the first place.

The research will focus on working out what types of plastic are present and which 
industries they have come from in order to tailor solutions. Scientists working close-
ly with the University of Plymouth’s International Marine Litter Research Unit will 
also research the impact of plastic on environmental, animal, and human health.

S/V TravelEdge, the expedition’s vessel, is a 73-foot ketch with the highest UK 
Maritime and Coastguard Agency (MCA) safety rating — MCA Category 0. This 
means that she is built and equipped to sail anywhere in the world in any conditions. 
She has sailed around the world already, was chosen by the British Army for an 
expedition to Antarctica in 2001-2, and has completed many seasons of UK-based 
sail training in all weathers.

Previous Caribbean eXXpedition missions have  included a sail aboard S/V Sea 
Dragon in 2016 from Trinidad to Barbados, St. Lucia, Dominica and Antigua. A 2017 
sail visited Grenada, Barbados and St. Lucia.

S/V TravelEdge arrived in Antigua from the Azores on November 16th, 2019. 
Recently Emily Penn said, “We’re excited to be exploring Antigua, Bonaire and Aruba 
during the next stage of eXXpedition Round the World. These islands provide the 
perfect bases for us to consider the issues of plastic pollution at an island scale, 
which is reflective of the issues at a larger, global scale.”

In Antigua, the crew gathered scientific samples from local waters; visited a local 
sanitary landfill and discussed Antigua & Barbuda’s ban on plastic bags and styro-
foam with personnel there. They cleaned up one of the beaches of Green Island, off 
Antigua’s Atlantic coast.

S/V TravelEdge departed Antigua on November 29th, bound for Bonaire. This leg 
of the voyage was sponsored by the Red Ensign Group and Antiguan partners Impact 
Blue, Budget Marine (see related item in Business Briefs on page 8), The Clubhouse 
and Antigua Yacht Club.

Crewmember Dr. La Daana Kanhhai, a Trinidadian marine scientist, described 
some of the equipment used aboard to collect data: the Van Veen Grab (a device is 
used to grab sediment samples from the ocean floor), the Manta Trawl (used to col-
lect surface water samples by skimming the ocean surface), and the Niskin Bottle 
(used to collect subsurface samples, 25 meters below the ocean surface).

Dr. Kanhhai writes, “On Leg 4, we have been fortunate to have good weather to 
sample the sediment and aquatic compartments (ocean layers). The Van Veen Grab 
was used to collect the sediment samples, while the Manta Trawl was used to sample 
the surface water and the Niskin Bottle was used to sample sub-surface water 25 
metres below the surface.

“Traditionally it has been thought that the majority of plastic would be present in the 
surface layer. However, recently we are finding microplastics in all marine layers. In 
order to validate the presence of microplastic and its concentration in the marine envi-
ronment, it is important to sample various sediment, sub-surface and surface layers. 

“Once plastic debris and microplastics are present in the environment compart-
ments, these contaminants may pose a threat to the organisms that live there. 
Therefore, the collection of data regarding microplastic abundance, distribution and 
composition is important as it provides an indication of hotspots of accumulation. 
By identifying the polymer types of the microplastics that we collect, we are able to 
get an idea about the source of the plastic.

“This helps us better understand the problem and where the plastic is coming 
from, and look towards solutions.”

The crew on board Leg 5, from Aruba to Panama, will sail roughly 700 nautical 
miles, crossing through Kuna Yala / San Blas. They were scheduled to depart Aruba 
on December 13th, as this issue of Compass goes to press.

Visit www.eXXpedition.com for more information.

Ocean Plastic 
Pollution 

Research Crew 
Sails Caribbean

Above: Emily attaching tracker to debris.

Right: Studying samples and 
collecting data on ocean pollutants.
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It has been a long time since we updat-
ed Compass readers on Cartagena, 
Colombia, either the city itself or as a 
sailing destination. Here is a summary as 
of December 2019.

The city is better than ever. It is the 
new kid on the block worldwide as a 
culture and boutique destination, rec-
ommended by most of the luxury and 
“unexplored tourism” agencies and mag-
azines. Cartagena has changed radically 
for the better in the last ten years. With 
excellent food, nice boutique hotels and 
great connectivity with the United 
States, this city has seen more tourists 
in the last two years than the total of 
everyone who has visited in the previous 
decade. The exchange rate (3,400 pesos 
for US$1) has made this city more 
affordable than ever, allowing you to 
experience pleasures you could barely 
have imagined in the past.

Depending where you are coming from, 
you have several places to stop en route 
to Cartagena if you don’t want to make a 
long passage. If you are coming from the 
ABCs, Cabo de la Vela is available, 
Marina Santa Marta is a very good 
option, and just beyond Santa Marta is 
Puerto Velero Marina at Barranquilla.

The entrance to Cartagena Bay is very 
well marked; buoys mark the channels. A 
large anchorage is available in the Inner 
Bay in case you arrive late at night or you 
don’t have a marina slip arranged.

So what about sailing to Cartagena 
and staying for some weeks?

Over the last few years the city has 
had a sharp drop in sailboat arrivals 
compared with the first 15 years of 
this century.

—Continued on next page 

Cartagena for Cruisers
 by Pedro Rodriguez
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A large anchorage is available in the Inner Bay.

DESTINATIONS

SAINT LUCIA

JUST THE TWO OF US
SUMMER PACKAGE

Book the Summer Special along with another vessel 
and both vessels will receive a further 20% discount off 

our SUMMER SPECIAL 2020
Offer valid when all the conditions for the Summer Special are met by both 
vessels. Both vessels must book at the same time. No retrospective twinning 
of vessels will be accepted. To book, email quoting promo code: SUMMER2

SUMMER SPECIAL 
2020

NO CATAMARAN SURCHARGE
MONOHULLS receive a further 25% 

discount off the long-term storage rate.
Offer only valid for in-water storage. 

Valid for stays between 1st April 2020 and 30th November 2020.  
To book, email quoting promo code: SUMMER

BOOK A SLIP & 
WE’LL GIVE YOU 

3 NIGHTS 
OF FREE BERTHING

Offer valid for stays only in March 2020, April 2020 & May 2020. 
To book, email quoting promo code: 3FREE

www.igymarinas.com | +1 758 458 7200 | rbm@igymarinas.com
Further terms and conditions apply for all three offers above.

INSURANCE
COVERAGE 
AVAILABLE 

FOR THE 
SUMMER MONTHS
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Clarkes Court Bay Road, Woburn, St. George, Grenada, W.I. 
1 (473) 439 – 3939  |  info@clarkescourtmarina.com

www.clarkescourtmarina.com

DOING  
IT RIGHT 

THE CAREFUL ATTENTION GIVEN TO OUR CLIENTS AND THEIR BOATS IS FILLING OUR BOATYARD TO  
CAPACITY AND WE LOOK FORWARD TO OFFERING YOU THE SAME SAFE AND PROFESSIONAL SERVICE. 

CREW FACILITIES
• Restaurant, Bar & Luxury Apartments • Laundry, Hot Showers • Taxi & Shopping Bus Services available from the yard  
• Customs & Immigration and Fuel Supply are close by • Onsite Chandlery

ON SITE TECHNICAL SERVICES
• Project Management & Consultancy • Yacht Brokerage and Guardianage • Rigging, Sail Making and Canvas Work • Metal Fabrication
• GRP & Composite Fabrication • Fine Wood Work & Carpentry • Electrical Installation & Electronics • Bottom Painting, Waxing & Polishing 
• Diesel & Outboard Engine Installation & Repair • Life Rafts, Safety Equipment & Inflatable Dinghy Repair

— Continued from previous page 
 This was due to the lack of slips, reinforced by the government decision to prevent 

construction of new marinas or expansion of the current ones. The result was that 
lots of the visiting boats anchored in the bay, and the crews worried about leaving 
their boats out there in the night while visiting the city for food and libations. Those 

who wanted  to leave the 
boat in a safe place in order 
to travel had even more to 
worry about.

Today things are com-
pletely different. Since the 
government has allowed 
existing marinas to expand 
their docks, enough space 
is now finally available.

Now with a place for the boat to stay, how is the experience for visitors?
First and most important, Cartagena is one of the safest cities in the Caribbean. 

The old city and the tourist areas are safe to walk at all hours of the day and night 
and crimes such as pick-pocketing have been almost non-existent in recent years. 
(Of course taking an inexpensive taxi at night from your restaurant or bar to the 
marina is always a good habit to follow.)

Because of the Colombian peso exchange rate, most of the activities in Cartagena 
are much lower in cost than in many other Caribbean ports. Bars and restaurants 
are inexpensive and so is competent boat work, so planning to have significant 
repairs done here on your boat is an attractive option. We are also seeing lots of 
sailors making appointments with dentists, dermatologists, etcetera, instead of wait-
ing for a trip home to check on multiple health issues.

Cartagena is one of the oldest cities in the New World. Because it was so prosper-
ous during Colonial days, the King of Spain protected it with a fortified wall and 
numerous forts to defend against pirate attacks. The result was over 11 kilometres 
of picturesque city walls, the largest Spanish Colonial fortress in the New World, and 
the most heavily fortified city of the Spanish Empire. Cartagena is unique, authentic, 
and loaded with history. 

What are the marina options like?
We worked with the nicest marina we found in Cartagena. It is the Club de Pesca 

de Cartagena, a marina founded 80 years ago adjacent to a 1700s Spanish fort called 
El Pastelillo. It is a members-only yacht club that has recently dedicated a complete 
dock with 30 slips to receive visitors in transit. Both multihulls and monohulls are 
welcome, as well as megayachts up to 15 feet of draft. A whole table of prices is avail-
able at their website, www.clubdepescadecartagena.com. 

Club Náutico, Manzanillo Marina, Náutica Integral, Rosales and some other facili-
ties have slips available as well, and at competitive prices. 

Club de Pesca and Manzanillo Marina are the only marinas with travel lifts, but 
several shipyards are also available in the city, with reasonable prices for boat work. 

What else should I know before my arrival in Cartagena?
Check the Colombian Nautical Guide for information on all Colombia’s ports on the 

Caribbean coast: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sxXWQjJ_f8kPg_t8FL9Nl2Ff0cu2hXBF/view

If it is possible, get in contact with one of the Maritime Agents available. If you have 
decided on a marina, contact them for recommended agents. Set the price and let 
them know your approximate ETA.

 VHF 16 is the official communication channel for coastguard and marine traffic 
on your arrival.

Have your boat papers on hand.
Have the departure papers from your last port before entering Colombia on hand.
Be sure you know your chosen marina’s communication channel.
What are the procedures for staying in Cartagena?
The truth is that requirements and fees to enter Colombian waters have been con-

stantly changing in the past ten years, but now they seem to have stabilized.
All foreign vessels entering the country must be represented by a maritime agent, 

who is responsible for carrying out all procedures with local authorities. It is advis-
able to contact a maritime agent before arriving in the country to expedite the pro-

cedures necessary to enter the country with your boat. The marinas can help you in 
choosing a maritime agent. It is important to note that the agent, being a private 
company, establishes his service rates autonomously.

—Continued on next page

Left & Right: 
The old city and the tourist 
areas are safe to walk at 
all hours of the day 
and night.
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— Continued from previous page 
There are three government agencies involved in your arrival:
• MIGRACION COLOMBIA (Immigration authorities)
• DIAN (Imuestos y Aduanas Nacionales): The entity that regulates the tax and 

Customs regime.
• DIMAR (Maritime Director): Part of the National Navy, it is the entity that regu-

lates and controls all maritime activity. This control is carried out by the Port 
Captaincy in each region.

Contact with ICA (Instituto Colombiano Agropecuario) is necessary only if you have 
pets onboard.

Can you walk me through entering Colombia step by step? 
Decide immediately if you plan to stay less than five days. Procedures are much 

easier, and arrival and departure can be arranged at one time. You don’t need to 
have a temporary import permit and you will save US$100 on the cruise permit.  

Notify your agent if you want to stay more than five days. Failure to do so can 
mean trouble with Customs, an expensive fine, and being forced to leave the 
country immediately.

Note: The following steps must be done through a Maritime Agency:
• Steps 2, 3 and 4 if you plan to stay less than five days
• Steps 3 through 8 if you plan to stay longer than five days. 
IF YOU PLAN TO STAY LESS THAN FIVE DAYS
1) Announce your arrival by VHF (channel 16) to Cartagena Port Control (“Control 

San Jose”). Request entry and make note of the entry number that they provide you.
2) Go to the marina or designated anchorage area. (See Nautical Guide.)
3) Legalize your arrival via an “Acta de Visita” and a visit by an officer from the 

Port Authorities.
4) Request permission of tourist permanency from Migration Colombia.
5) If you have pets on board, request an ICA visit. 
6) If you are planning to stay less than five days, register your arrival and get your 

zarpe (permission to sail). Both permissions must be requested from the correspond-
ing Port Captain. It is necessary to present the papers from the last port visited 
outside of Colombia.

IF THE BOAT WILL EXCEED FIVE DAYS IN COLOMBIAN WATERS:
1) Announce the arrival by VHF (channel 16) to Cartagena Port Control (“Control San 

José”.) Request entry and make note of the entry number that they provide you.
2) Go to the marina or anchorage area enabled. (See Nautical Guide.) 
3) Legalize your arrival via an “Acta de Visita” and a visit by an officer from the 

Port authorities.
4) Request permission of tourist permanency from Migration Colombia.
5) If you have pets on board, request an ICA visit.
6) Request a temporary import permit for the boat from the National Tax and 

Customs Office for the term of stay. (DIAN)
7) Request boat’s permission of permanency to the corresponding Port Captaincy. 

(Cruising Permit)
8) Before leaving Colombia, request permission to sail (zarpe, valid for 24 hours) to 

the Port Captaincy. It is mandatory to provide your next foreign port of call.
For how long are the permits valid?
Passport stamp: Maximum of 90 days and you can extend for a maximum of six 

months in a calendar year.
Temporary import permit: One year and you can extend for one more year. 
Cruise permit: Valid for two months. Six-month extensions are possible until you 

complete two years in total.
Zarpe: 24 hours.
What are the costs involved?
I am only able to provide the costs of the permits you need from the government. 

The fees charged by the Maritime Agency may vary widely. Also keep in mind that 
some marinas are less accessible than others and the cost of transportation of per-
sonnel and officers is different. The total will be around US$200, but it can be lower 
or it can be more expensive. 

PERMIT    US$  AGENT FEE
Acta de Visita (arrival visit)  1.00  14.00
Inmigracion Colombia (passports arrival) 0  14.00
Import Permit – DIAN   0  35.00
Permanencia en Puerto (cruise permit) 100.00  10.50
ICA (Pets)    0  0
Migracion Colombia (passports departure) 0  14.00
Zarpe (set sail)    0  14.00
TOTAL     101.00  101.00
What is the procedure if I want to travel to different ports in Colombia?
If your boat has an AIS transponder, you don’t need to file physical departure 

papers (zarpe) to cruise within Colombian waters. All you have to do is call Maritime 
Control on VHF 16, announce the name of your boat, the captain’s name, the name 
of your Maritime Agency, your next port’s name and your ETA. Maritime control will 
answer and give you an electronic verification number. It can be given through your 
e-mail or immediately by VHF radio.

We look forward to welcoming you to the wonderful port city of Cartagena!

Check the Colombian Nautical Guide for information on all Colombia’s ports on the 
Caribbean coast: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sxXWQjJ_f8kPg_t8FL9Nl2Ff0cu2hXBF/view 

Cartagena boasts the largest Spanish 
Colonial fortress in the New World, 
Castillo San Felipe de Barajas.
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— Continued from page 20

I was able to judge the passing of time in other ways, through one of nature’s clues: 
the empty fridge. The veggies vanished and I had to get increasingly creative in the 
galley. Who doesn’t love pancakes for dinner? On top of that, I started needing my 
fan to sleep comfortably. And although I’m not thrilled about clammy nights, I 
rejoiced in the notion that it was warm enough to need the breeze. “St. Maarten,” I 
thought, “I’m coming for you.”

It was truly the allure of the island that made this rather hellish journey worth it. 
The thought of spending the next week swimming every single day in crystal-blue 
water put me in a giddy state. The fact that soon I’d have real Indian food again, and 
I’d be eating it on Kimsha Beach and not from a can in my galley — wow! Knowing 
that I would be sipping wine at Lagoonies, my all-time favorite bar on the island. 
That I’d be back in the arms of the greatest people I know. 

With me staying in this dream state, we managed to pull into Marigot Bay on St. 
Martin 14 days later and my hallucinations became reality. The island of St. 
Maarten/St. Martin is a special place, one well worth the struggle of getting to her.

When one door is closed, don’t you know another is open?
— Bob Marley, “Comin’ in from the Cold”

Chelsea’s Top St. Maarten Spots
Planning a trip to St. Maarten? Here are a few of my favorite spots for food and fun:
Shiv Shakti — Indian food
Grand Case “lolos” — low cost local food
Little Jerusalem — shawarmas
Lagoonies Bistro — pull up in your dinghy!
St. Maarten Yacht Club
Mullet Bay Beach
Bellevue Mountain — biking trails
Trisport — cliffside hike at Guana Bay 
NoCo Art Studio
El Zafiro — dynamic yoga on the beach 

Left: Marigot Bay at last.

Below: First stop on land — Lagoonies for wine.
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The Yellow-Crowned 
Night Heron —  

The Twilight Sorceress 
 

Our neighbors have curious habits: they 
appear to stay up all night, sometimes talk-
ing loudly in a foreign language, or arriving in 
the late hours of the night with ear-splitting 
calls. Yet every day like clockwork, they 
watch the new dawn with puffed up feathers, 
gawking calls and toothless smiles on beaked 
jaws. Then, from dawn until dusk, they move 
noiseless as shadows in the sunlight, snooz-
ing and grooming in between hushed trips to 
foraging grounds on the coast. 

You may have guessed that these are no 
ordinary neighbors, but rather a small colony 
of about six Yellow-Crowned Night Herons 
(Nyctanassa  violacea) that roost on the enor-
mous limbs of a kapok tree (Ceiba pentandra) 
standing about one hundred metres from our 
house in Grenada. Bizarrely, this tree, also 
known in the West Indies as the “silk-cotton 
tree,” “god tree” and “devil tree,” is often asso-
ciated with the supernatural. According to a 
folk tale from Trinidad & Tobago, the devil 
himself lives inside a Kapok tree growing 
deep in the forest. So how fitting that these 
semi-nocturnal herons with demoniac blaz-
ing eyes should inhabit a “devil tree”! 

Yellow-Crowned Night Herons have deep 
orange eyes, which during the breeding sea-
son turn piercing red – but contrary to the 
ghoulish characters of folklore, adult Yellow-
Crowned Night Herons are graceful, beautiful 
creatures, dressed in soft blue-grey plumage, 
with a raven-black head and face, contrast-
ing white cheeks and a white crown. The lat-
ter acquires a yellowish hue during the 
breeding season, and even though the bird’s 
head and bill appear disproportionally large 
relative to the slim extended neck and the 
streamlined body, the adorning whitish 
plumes on the crown lends it elegance. 

Yellow-Crowned Night Herons were once 
thought to be closely related to the similar 
looking Black-Crowned Night Herons 
(Nycticorax nicticorax). However, DNA-DNA 
hybridization analysis, used to determine 

the genetic distance between two organisms, has found that the two species are as 
distinct from one another as each is from most day herons, hence Yellow-Crowned 
Night Herons have been placed within their own genus Nyctanassa, a name 
derived from ancient Greek, meaning “night-lady” or “night-queen,” as a reference 
to their nocturnal habits and exquisite beauty. Yellow-Crowned Herons are both 
diurnal and nocturnal, but they tend to roost in the trees by day and feed at night. 
Their large eyes are most likely an adaptation for feeding in crepuscular and noc-
turnal conditions.  

Although Yellow-Crowneds are found as far north as Virginia in the United States, 
they are primarily a tropical species inhabiting the freshwater and coastal regions of 
the Americas. These birds are common throughout the West Indies, where they can 

be seen creeping along while stalking prey, or simply standing very still in the man-
grove swamps, green grassy marshes, creeks and saline ponds of the region. They 
are the most sedentary foragers of all the American herons, often spending more 
than 80 percent of their time engaged in stationary foraging. 

Only a few months ago, while on the way to the beach for a barbecue, I passed an 
individual standing motionless as if carved in stone. Incredibly, upon my return 
some hours later, the heron had not visibly moved. 

When hunting, they stand upright or crouching, neck extended or retracted, neck 
or head swaying mesmerizingly from side to side, before lunging at prey with their 
powerful bills. Their diet consists 80 percent of crayfish and crabs, particularly fid-

dler crabs, mangrove crabs and land crabs. Yellow-Crowned Night Herons are so 
bent on hunting fiddler crabs that they schedule their hunting time around low tide, 
when these crabs are more accessible. When temperatures drop below 15°C (59°F) 
and fiddler crabs retreat to their burrows, Yellow-Crowned Night Herons from the 
cooler regions migrate to tropical and subtropical latitudes, including the West 
Indies, where crabs are available all year round. 

Although all Yellow-Crowneds eat crabs, not all bills are equal — the size of the bill 
varies geographically depending on the size of the crabs available; West Indian 
populations have heavier bills adapted to feed on large hard-shelled land crabs. 
Upon capturing a large crab, the Yellow-Crowned Night Heron grasps it by the legs 
or pincers and relocates it to an open area where the crab is unable to escape. The 
heron will then shake it vigorously to dismember it, before eating it, body first. At 
times, the bird uses its bill to impale the crab though the shell, paralyzing the victim, 
thus making it easier to handle. But, despite its evolutionary adaptations for a crab-
based diet, Yellow-Crowneds will also eat insects, frogs, tadpoles, snakes, lizards, 
young birds and small mammals. 

In the West Indies, Yellow-Crowneds time their breeding season with the onset of 
the rainy season and therefore a higher availability of crabs. Recent research by The 
Center for Conservation Biology at the Virginia Commonwealth University found that 
Yellow Crowned Night Herons are adapting to climate change: data suggests that 
over the span of 50 years, migratory populations have shifted their breeding season 
forward by more than 20 days. Researchers in the Tidewater region of Virginia com-
pared incubation dates from 2015 with dates collected in the 1960s and found that 
these birds are arriving and laying their eggs earlier. This rapid shift is the direct 
result of an earlier spring and consequently, an extended fiddler crab season.

It is their ability to adapt that makes the Yellow-Crowned Night Herons such a 
successful species; not only are they quickly adapting to climate change, but they 
have long ago adapted to living alongside humans –  they are known to set up home 
on rooftops, driveways and roadsides, sometimes leaving a collection of discarded 
crab shells beneath the nest for the not-so-happy humans to clean up. This, how-
ever, occurs only in suburban areas, following the degradation of their natural 
breeding sites. These herons are extremely loyal to their nest sites and may reuse 
the same fork in a tree for their entire adult lives.   

Meanwhile, our neighbors seem perfectly content to maintain a little distance 
between us, allowing me the occasional glimpse into their lives. Last April, I watched 
with fascination as a couple built a nest on a fork of the kapok tree. The smaller-
sized female wove the nest, while the formidable male supplied the sticks, each time 
landing on a branch just below the nest site and then walking slowly the rest of the 
way to the nest, with a large stick held in his strong mandibles, balancing precari-
ously along the thorn-encrusted branch to where his mate stood —  waiting on him 
with nuptial plumes raised above her mesmerizing cobra neck. Perched below them 
often stood a juvenile (possibly from last year’s breeding season) dressed in mottled 
brown and with striking red eyes, watching and learning. Typically, Yellow-Crowned 
Night Herons breed at two years of age; however, an immature female has been 
observed to successfully breed with an adult male.  

These stunning red-eyed beauties are quite hard to miss at 55 to 70cm tall (1’ 10” 
to 2’ 4”). Look out for a glimpse of these wild creatures and listen for their loud 
squawking calls around sunset as they take to the wing in twos and threes and make 
their way toward the foraging grounds — large birds flying on broad wings with lan-
guid beats and long yellow legs extending beyond the tail; ruby-eyed, twilight-sorcer-
esses slinking into the night until the new day dawns. 

Our seabOarD birDs by beLa brOWn

Above: Adult Yellow-Crowned 
Night Herons are graceful,
beautiful creatures, dressed 
in soft blue-grey plumage.

Below: This photo of a juvenile 
shows how very distinct these 
youths are from the adults.
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BOAT PAINT & STUFF
Time Out Boat Yard Saint Martin

Next to the French Bridge

Fiberglass + epoxy & Polyester resins
epoxy primer + Polyurethane Top Coat 

Phone: + (590) 690 221 676
info@boatpaintstuff.com
www.boatpaintstuff.com

ANTIFOULING SPECIALIST:

PPG amron COPPERCOAT  
Permanent antifouling 
(10 years and more…)

The Sky from 
Mid-January to 
Mid-February

Detractors showed “a greater fondness for their own opinions than for truth. They 
sought to deny and disprove the new things which, if they had cared to look for them-
selves, their own senses would have demonstrated to them.” 

— Galileo Galilei in a letter to the Grand Duchess Christina of Tuscany (1615)

“My dear Kepler, I wish that we 
might laugh at the remarkable stupidity 
of the common herd. What do you have 
to say about the principal philosophers 
of this academy who are filled with the 
stubbornness of an asp and do not 
want to look at either the planets, the 
moon or the telescope, even though I 
have freely and deliberately offered 
them the opportunity a thousand times? 
Truly, just as the asp stops its ears, so 
do these philosophers shut their eyes to 
the light of truth.” 

— Galileo Galilei’s letter 
 to Johannes Kepler (1623)

The physicist, mathematician, astronomer and philosopher Galileo Galilei was born 
on February 15th, 1564. Galileo sparked the birth of the scientific method and mod-
ern astronomy with his observations of the Moon, phases of Venus, moons around 
Jupiter, sunspots, and the news that seemingly countless individual stars make up 
the Milky Way Galaxy. The ideas he put forward, though correct, were met with large 
amounts of controversy and resistance from the Church. The Church thought it was 
heresy to propose that the Earth revolved around the Sun. The Church’s answer was 
to imprison Galileo. With his improved design of the telescope for use in astronomy 
he discovered that the Moon had mountains. His disbelievers refused to acknowledge 
his discovery or even look through his telescope at the Moon.

Thursday, January 16th
For a few minutes before midnight you might catch a glimpse of a few shooting 

stars radiating out of the east southeast. Tonight marks the peak of the Eta Craterids 
meteor shower. This minor shower is active from January 11th through 22nd. The 
meteors will be overflowing from the cup of Apollo or the constellation Crater.

Friday, January 17th
Some meteors will streak across the sky a few hours after sunset. First discovered 

in 1872, the Delta Cancrids shower is active December 14th through February 14th. 
The shower peaks tonight as Earth makes passage through the greatest volume of 

debris left behind by an asteroid. The last near Earth pass of this asteroid occurred 
on January 7th, 2002.

—Continued on next page

THe caribbean sKy: Free sHOW niGHTLy!

Right: Galileo Galilei (1564-1642). 
Illustration from Opere di (Works of) 

Galileo Galilei (1655) by F. Villamoena.

Left: Galileo offering his telescope to 
Ourania, the goddess of astronomy, 
with her attendants. 
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DINGHY CHaPs IN a DaY

 Grenadines sails 
& Canvas • Bequia

tel (784) 457-3507 / 457-3527 (evenings)
e-mail: gsails@vincysurf.com    vhf ch16/68

services provided:

neW sails
sail repairs
U/v covers 

& foam lUffs
bimini, dodgers 

& aWnings
dinghy covers

Upholstery
trampolines
stackpacks & 

laZy Jack systems

“The Undiscovered Caribbean”
Bocas Del Toro, Panama

Full Service Marina • Calypso Cantina
www.bocasmarina.com • bocasyachtclub@yahoo.com

Haul Out Yard • 60-Ton Travelift
www.bocasboatyard.com • bocasyachtservices@yahoo.com

Bocas Marina
              Safe Haven in Paradise

9°20’.05”N, 82°14’.45”W

— Continued from previous page 
Saturday, January 18th
Scorpius the Scorpion is slowly creeping above the eastern horizon a few hours 

before sunrise. Take notice in Scorpius that Ares (Mars) has now invaded the terri-
tory of anti-Ares (Antares). While Antares is expected to go supernova at any time, 
the star twinkle is caused by atmospheric turbulence. Chances are it is not starting 
to explode — or is it? When visible from Earth the supernova event will appear as 
bright as the Full Moon.

Monday, January 20th
It has been almost 51 years since Buzz Aldrin stepped on the Moon. In the east 

before dawn today, Buzz’s 90th birthday, he can catch a glimpse of his landing spot 
on the Moon. The crescent Moon appears above Mars and Antares. Be advised to not 
tell Buzz, former fighter pilot and MIT grad, that he didn’t walk on the Moon or the 
landing was faked. Even at 90 years old I suspect he still has an effective right hook. 
Besides 400,000 employees, 20,000 corporations involved in the project or the 
Russians would have blown the whistle during the past 51 years.

Wednesday, January 22nd
The moon has closed in on Jupiter this morning. It will appear in Sagittarius near 

the gas giant over the next two mornings. In two days, January 24th, the Moon 
reaches its new phase as it passes through the glare of the Sun. This is the best time 
of the month to observe faint objects such as galaxies and star clusters because 
there is no moonlight to interfere.

Saturday, January 25th
Today marks the start of the “Year of the Rat.” That means it is Chinese New Year. 

The beginning of a Lunar New Year occurs during the second New Moon after the 
winter solstice. That New Moon occurs over China on January 25th. 

Mercury is becoming more apparent in the western sky at dusk. Tonight, look 
towards the horizon to find a fine illuminated slice of Moon. The planet named after 
the Roman messenger god, Mercury, is located north or off the right side of the 
Moon.

Monday, January 27th
There is a close approach between the Moon and Venus this evening. Just after 

sunset in the western sky, the sliver Moon can be found just below Venus in the 
constellation Aquarius. Twenty four hours later you will find the Moon has shifted 
eastward and now sits right above Venus. 

Friday through Monday, February 7th through 10th
Viewing Mercury is more favorable over the next few days after sunset because it 

reaches its highest point in the western sky. The altitude measured at sunset is 17 
degrees above the horizon. Mercury also reaches greatest eastern elongation or the 
greatest separation of 18 degrees from the Sun on February 10th. It will also be hard 

to miss seeing Venus shining brightly in the west above Mercury.
Saturday, February 8th
Trailing the Southern Cross is the radiant of the Alpha Centaurids meteor shower. 

This variable shower can produce up to 20 meteors per hour. Fewer shooting stars 
will be visible the farther north you are in the Caribbean Basin. This shower peaks 
tonight but is active January 28th through February 21st.

Sunday, February 9th
The Moon is currently near its closest point in its orbit around Earth. Consequently, 

the high and low tides will be more extreme over the next few days. Actually the 
Moon’s gravitational pull on the oceans (and Earth’s crust) will be the greatest on 
January 11. But what’s different tonight is that there is a Full Supermoon. The Moon 
will appear about 14 percent larger in diameter than the smallest full moon.

Saturday, February 15th
Galileo’s birthday combined with his advancements in science is why today is cel-

ebrated as Galileo Day. Besides his astronomical discoveries, here are a few of his 
inventions:

• Hydrostatic Balance – At 22 years old Galileo refined a balance that could accu-
rately measure the specific gravity of different metals. 

• Galileo’s Pump – With his interest in shipbuilding Galileo was consulted on the 
placement of oars in galleys. He submitted a report in which he treated the oar as a 
lever and correctly made the water the fulcrum. A year later he designed a method 
of raising water by means of one horse.

• Pendulum Clock – Galileo’s interest in the swing rate of pendulums lead him to 
create a design for a pendulum clock while he was under house arrest.  

• The Sector - Galileo devised and improved a geometric and military compass for 
use by gunners and surveyors.

• Galileo’s Thermometer - Galileo constructed a version of a thermoscope that 
relied on the expansion and contraction of air in a bulb to move water in an attached 
tube. It also provided quantitative meteorological information for the first time ever.

• Galileo’s Telescope – His improvements increased the current “spy scope” from 
3X power to 20X power.

All times are given as Atlantic Standard Time (AST) unless otherwise noted. The 
times are based on a viewing position in Grenada and may vary by only a few minutes 
in different Caribbean locations.

Jim Ulik cruises aboard S/V Merengue.
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Right: Woodcut print from 
Galileo’s drawing 

of a quarter Moon, 
published in 1610. 

Left: Quarter Moon
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CARIBBEAN REGIONAL INVOLVEMENT  
WITH THE WORLD SAILING BODY 
Dear Caribbean Compass,

There is a big difference between the administration 
of sailing and the administration of many other sports. 
Take running for instance: there are short and long 

distances; men, women and youth, able-bodied and 
disabled. That’s about it.

Now let’s look at sailing. There are monohulls and 
multihulls. Each has thousands of classes. They are in 
the categories of dinghies and dayboats, bluewater sail-
ors and maxis. There are foilers and non-foilers. They 
are separated into inshore and offshore categories. 
Then there are classic and traditional yachts and 
superyachts. There are professional sailors and ama-
teurs. There are round-the-world races and races on 
ponds. There is model boat racing and now there is 
virtual racing. There are windsurfers and kiteboards 
with and without foils. Then there are rating systems of 
a performance and measurement type and one-design 
parameters. There are endless options for equipment.

There are considerably more safety issues than in 
many other sports .

Sailing is complex. And when one of our Caribbean 
islands or their representatives wish to play a role in 
the affairs of sailing worldwide they need to under-
stand something of the issues relating to each of the 
many aspects of sailing listed above.

It is a big task that takes an inordinate amount 
of time.

Here in the Caribbean islands our challenges in sailing 
are relatively limited, but in many cases more obstinate 
in regard to solving. We put on great events for visiting 
yachtsmen in great regattas where entertainment is a big 
part of the event, and it is something we are good at.

The challenge of optimizing sailing for young 
Caribbean people and getting them up to a high stan-
dard — something that our sailing conditions should 
favour — is, however, a more difficult task. There are 
shortages of facilities, skilled coaches, race adminis-
trators and funds. It should be a central task for an 
organization like the Caribbean Sailing Association 
(CSA) to make gains in these areas, and fortunately 
these targets have been set by that organization .

In the light of the complexity that is faced by the 
global body governing the sport, the greatest contribu-
tion of World Sailing to the regional challenges should 
be in the training area. That is ongoing and lends itself 
to improved structure and optimization. That should 
be the focus of our relations with the world body.

The Caribbean region should stop trying to play a 
role in the complex global world of sailing.

I am recommending to the CSA and the national sail-
ing federations in our region that they limit their 
involvement with World Sailing and the unmanageable 
complexity faced by that organization as it tries to 
manage and administer the increasingly wide range of 
sailing matters on a global level. From the point of view 
of our Caribbean challenges, it can only be a distrac-
tion as we focus on specific challenges to the region.

I would also recommend that the smaller CSA-
member national associations have a serious discus-
sion about how they can get the best contribution from 
World Sailing for the region based on the huge likeli-
hood that their budgets and volunteer availability will 
not allow the sort of involvement that major countries 
have. The planned new governance model of World 
Sailing will eliminate the council and result in MNAs 
having to manage it all themselves. The regional MNAs 
should collaborate and select the relevant issues, and 
create an agreement with World Sailing that defines 
the benefits. This is an area where focus increases the 
chance of positive results enormously.
Robbie Ferron
Chairman, Sailing Committee 
Sint Maarten Yacht Club

I LIKE MY WALKER BAY
Dear Compass Readers,
About four years ago I was having problems with my 

RIB. The rubber and the aluminum seemed to be feud-
ing and I needed to get them stuck together again. 
Island Water World in St. Maarten was able to do the 
job. That took a couple of days, so they lent me a 

Walker Bay to use while they worked. I was really 
impressed with the loaner. It got on a plane with just a 
five-horsepower engine and could even do it with a sec-
ond person aboard if not too heavy. I was so impressed 
that I bought one the next year. As it’s now nearly three 
years old, I feel I know it well enough to give a review.

The Walker Bay Superlight 310 is 10.2 feet long with 
a five-foot beam and is very light: 84 pounds — great 
for a cat owner, like me, who wants a dinghy that is 
easy to hoist. The ability to move with a small engine 
is important, because if you mount a big engine, your 
tender is no longer light.

This dinghy is a tender, not a seagoing launch, and 
would not be my choice for flying across island chan-
nels in big seas. Loaded, in choppy seas, it is driest if 
you proceed slowly. On the other hand, if you are just 
on your own or with another person you can use bal-
ance to go fast and stay reasonably dry.

I had David Mahabir of Power Boat Trinidad make 
me a cover, as all modern dinghy materials seem to 
need one to protect the fabric.

The only deterioration has been the handles of the 
oars, which have disintegrated in the sun — a minor 
complaint. After almost three years, I have not yet had 
a leak, though I top up the pressure every few weeks. 
All parts of the craft are holding up well and the Velcro 
oar holders still work. 

Island Water World is a dealer for Walker Bay and I 
got mine at their St. Maarten store.

Chris Doyle 
Ti Kanot

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!
Dear Compass Readers,
We want to hear from YOU!
Be sure to include your name, boat name or shoreside 

address, and a way we can contact you (preferably by 
e-mail) if clarification is required.

We do not publish individual consumer complaints or 
individual regatta results complaints. (Kudos are okay!) 
We do not publish anonymous letters; however, your 
name may be withheld from print at your request. 
Please keep letters shorter than 600 words. Letters may 
be edited for length, clarity and fair play.

Send your letters to sally@caribbeancompass.com.

Stock Up
on the widest selection and the 

best prices in grenada at our two 

conveniently located supermarkets. 

Whether it’s canned goods, dairy 

products, meat, fresh vegetables 

or fruits, toiletries, household goods, 

or a fine selection of liquor and wine, 

the food fair has it all and a lot more.

Hubbard’s
JOnaS brOWne & HUbbarD (G’da.) Ltd.

The Carenage:
Monday - Thursday
8 am to 5:30 pm
Friday until 8:45 pm
saturday until 
1:00 pm
Tel: (473) 440-2588
Grand anse:
Monday - Thursday
9 am to 5:30 pm
Friday & saturday 
until 7:00 pm
Tel: (473) 444-4573

Read in 
Next Month’s 

Compass:
Inside the Antigua Charter Yacht Show

A cruiser tribe’s day out, schooner style

Sailing purists — but temporarily!

…and much, much more!

readers' 
forum

Marine 
Insurance

the insurance business has changed. 
no longer can brokers talk of low rates. 
rather, the honest broker can only say, 

“i’ll do my best to minimize your increase!”
 there is good insurance, there is cheap
 insurance, but there is no good cheap 
insurance. you never know how good 

your insurance is until you have a claim.
 my claims settlement record 

cannot be matched.

I have been connected with the marine insurance 
business for 47 years. I have developed a rapport 
with brokers and underwriters at Lloyds and am 
able to introduce boat owners to specialist brokers 
in the Lloyds market.

e-mail: streetiolaire@hotmail.com
www.street-iolaire.com
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www.yachtshotsbvi.com

Antigua & Barbuda
Star Marine
Jolly Harbour

Curacao
Zeilmakerij Harms
Kapiteinsweg #4

Grenada
Turbulence Sails
True Blue St George

Martinique
Voilerie Du Marin
30 Bld Allegre

St Lucia
Rodney Bay Sails
Rodney Bay

Trinidad & Tobago
AMD
Chaguaramas

Built by sailmakers dedicated to building the finest, most durable 
and technologically advanced sails possible.  

* Dacron and HydraNet only

Barbados
Doyle Offshore Sails, Ltd
Six Crossroads. St Philip
Tel: (246) 423 4600
joanne@doylecaribbean.com

www.DOYLECARIBBEAN.com

Pete and Me:
Memories of 
a 59-Year 
Friendship

by “Speedy” John Everton

Peter Muilenburg’s passing was mentioned in the 
Eight Bells section of the October 2019 issue of 
Caribbean Compass. I am writing a tribute to him 
because I have known him longer than anyone alive 
apart from his brothers.

Peter and I met at Brent School, an Episcopalian 
boarding school 5,000 feet elevation in Bagio in the 
Northern Luzon Province of the Philippine Islands. 
That was in 1962 when I was 14, a naïve Iowa cowboy 
by way of Michigan and Burma. Peter’s dad was a mis-
sionary who had spent the WWII years in China being 
hounded by all kinds of people and having adventures 
which would figure in Peter’s becoming a “chip off the 
old block.”

When Peter arrived at Brent he was of a puritanical 
bent, damning us, his friends, to Hell for drinking, 
smoking and blasphemy; but it didn’t take long for Peter 
to become one of us and be baptized into the International 
“T-Buddies” (a contraction of Bosom Buddies), our gang 
of sophisticated juvenile delinquents.

One day in his dorm room I noticed a good selection 
of books including several of the C.S. Forester 
“Hornblower” books. He told me he always had a book 
going and I have adhered to his practice all these 
years after.

After Brent we worked one summer at the 
Continental Can Company Factory in Long Island, 
NY, all different shifts with a Kenyan friend of Pete’s, 
Dave Mulumba, who was going to Dartmouth College 
with him and had an apartment in New York City 
where he would share his one meal of the day, cur-
ried chicken and rice, always delicious and filling 
enough for the three of us.

Move on to 1969 when I returned to the States after 
a stint in the Peace Corps in the Mariana Islands and 
heard that Peter and Dorothy (whose wedding I had 
attended in New Jersey) were teaching school in St. 
Thomas, USVI, living on a sailboat and beating the 
draft to stay out of Vietnam. Sounded like a good alter-
native to me so I sold my MGA sports car and bought 
a plane ticket to St. Thomas. A couple of days later I 
had a teaching job at Charlotte Amalie High School 
and six months later moved onto my first boat after 
sailing around with Peter and Dorothy in the BVI 
aboard their boat Venceremos.

After I sailed down-island in 1972 to Grenada I 
didn’t see Pete for a few years until I re-visited St. 
John, and sometimes then he would be off gallivanting 
with his family aboard his pride and joy, Breath, to 
places like 200 miles up the Gambia River or Spain.

I remember mooring next to Breath on my Gaucho in 
Bjorks Creek in Hurricane Hole on St. John for the 
first hurricane of the season, Bertha, in the 1980s. 
(Bertha fell on my mother and grandmother’s birthday 
and was also my grandmother’s name). When Gaucho’s 
bow kept sheering off to port because her anchor chain 

hadn’t all straightened out and was worrying Carolyn 
Goodlander and her daughter, Roma, on Wild Card on 
the other side of us, Pete’s second son Diego yelled 
“Bring us a line” so my wife Roni and I rowed a breast 
line over to Breath, which kept us snug for the rest of 
the storm. Nice to get good advice from my oldest 
friend’s son!

One of the things I noticed about Peter while moored 
next to him in that storm was his tenacity, constantly 
carrying on with other tasks to prepare his vessel for 
the worst for two days before the storm. I was to 
remark on this same quality a few years later when 
several of his friends built a small guest unit with a hip 
roof on his property in St. John. Even though 
Parkinson’s Disease had been taking its toll for several 
years, Peter was there all day every day, working with 
us, toting lumber, painting and making us keep a 
close watch when he strayed too close to the unplanked 
deck on the side of the mountain. 

Peter’s kindness could be expressed in all kinds of 
ways. One year when our family was leaving St. John 
en route for the States aboard Gaucho, Peter and 
family came out in his dinghy with a couple of gallons 
of ice-cream to share — better in that instance than 
a bottle of rum or a six-pack. His love of ice-cream 
was legend!

One of the best sails, and only overnight sail, we had 
with Peter on Gaucho was leaving Coral Bay on a north 
wind veering northeast. We fetched St. Barts in 32 

hours in two tacks. Pete’s Parkinson’s was well 
advanced by then, but he was still a man you could 
trust on the helm, though on a night watch one of us 
would keep him company. Aside from getting trapped 
for a few minutes under Gaucho’s gimballed table — 
which he found funny (luckily at anchor) — he coped 
extremely well, managing to get up and down the 
boarding ladder into our tiny rowing dinghy and dis-
embark at the dinghy dock: no easy feat even for those 
who consider themselves well balanced. We enjoyed a 
great visit in St. Barts for several days with Loulou 
Magras and David Wegman making music. Then we 
flew Pete back on Lee Davidson’s private plane to 
Tortola and saw him to the ferry for St. John where 
Dorothy met him. 

We got together again with the Muilenburgs a few 
years ago in Chicago, where our high school, Brent, 
was holding a reunion. My job was keeping up with 
Peter on Michigan Avenue and keeping him from wan-
dering out into the street while Roni accompanied 
Dorothy, who couldn’t keep up with Peter’s pace. 

When we got on board for the architectural river 
cruise we could all relax — Peter always loved being 
on a boat!

That night at the dinner dance Peter danced for the 
first time in years.

Peter’s many accomplishments and saintly qualities 
have been written about. He was one of those few 
people who couldn’t really do anything wrong — even 
when he did something the wrong way he did it in 
such an upfull way it couldn’t really be wrong.

Peter chose to build his boat Breath to last a life-
time on the East End of St. John in one of the most 
inconvenient spots to procure materials for boat-
building, plus teach himself all the skills involved — 
go figure. I guess it was because he loved the solitude 
and natural beauty of Round Bay and didn’t mind 
the challenge.

He was a great writer and you might say his literary 
career may have started when he had a letter to his 
dad written on toilet paper and smuggled out of a 
Mississippi jail during his Freedom Rider days.

After the Chicago reunion we saw Peter infre-
quently, either when he visited St. John after mov-
ing to Florida or when we visited him at Penney 
Farms. I feel most fortunate to have had the chance 
for one final memorable nine-day visit there this 
past June. One afternoon I had called Dorothy and 
left a message on her answering machine to say we 
were coming to visit. When she called back later 
that evening she told me that that afternoon Peter 
had suddenly sat up in bed and asked very clearly 
“Where is John Everton?” When she checked her 
messages she saw that it was around the time I had 
called earlier.

I loved to wheel him around the campus in his wheel-
chair; as we went down the hallways of his residences 
I always sang “On the Road Again” while Pete wore his 
Joe Cool shades and his baseball cap backwards. 

In his room I spent time reading to him books from 
the Old Testament, notably the Book of Ruth and the 
Book of Esther.

One of the most amazing experiences we ever shared 
was in his room one day.

Suddenly he said “You, me and Colin, sailing on 
Breath.” I recalled several times the three of us had 
sailed together, including one specifically memorable 
time in which Pete’s 99-year-old father was at the helm 
when Pete asked his dad the secret to longevity to 
which John Muilenburg replied with a big smile  
“Keep sailing.”

Peter replied, “No, you, me and Colin sailing  
on Breath last week.”

I said, “No Peter, we weren’t sailing on Breath  
last week.”

Then he said, “No, no, no, you, me and Colin sailing 
on Breath right now.”

I sat back, looked at Peter with wonder, and enjoyed 
the ride. Suddenly Peter sat up and said, “Wow, that 
was a really vivid hallucination.” Then I got it totally 
— his hallucinations were enabling him to have the 
same pleasure as physically sailing his boat when he 
was no longer able to do that. He was taking his dad’s 
advice to “keep sailing, Son.”

Peter has sailed to a higher plane. I was glad to get 
an insight into that.

I have many more memories of time spent with Peter 
over 59 years of our lifetimes, so many it would take a 
book to recount them all. All the memories are good.

Two giants among men in the Virgin Islands, Augie 
Hollen and Peter Muilenburg, got me started in a life 
of simply messing about in boats. And I will be eter-
nally grateful to both of them.

WHaT’s On my minD

Peter and John. ‘Peter always loved being on a boat.’
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caLenDar

january 2020
1 Public holiday or ‘recovery day’ in many places (new year’s Day);  
 junkanoo parades in the Bahamas, annual Festival Parade   
 in Montserrat, visitmontserrat.com/festivals 
1 seven seas Cruising assn Gam in Trinidad.    
 jessejamesmembersonly@yahoo.com
1 – 2 st. Kitts ‘sugar Mas’.  stkittstourism.kn/about/events
4 – 5 st. Croix ‘Crucian Carnival’. www.stcroixtourism.com/christmas_festival.htm
6 Public holiday in some places (Three Kings Day/Epiphany)
8 – 14  Broadway to Bequia Theater Festival. BroadwaytoBequia.com
10 FuLL MOOn
10 Public holiday in the Bahamas (Majority rule Day)
11  World arC 2020-21 departs rodney Bay, st. Lucia. WCC,   
 www.worldcruising.com
11  nanny Cay round Tortola race. rBVIyC, royalbviyc.org
12 - 20 st. Barts Music Festival. www.stbartsmusicfestival.org/festival.html
13 – 18 Panama jazz Festival. panamajazzfestival.com
14-19 Barbados Independent Film Festival. barbadosfilmfest.org
16 – 24 Barbados sailing Week.       
 www.visitbarbados.org/round-barbados-sailing-week
17 – 19 Caribbean Laser Midwinter regatta, Cabarete, Dominican republic.  
 www.caribwind.com 
18 round the Island race, antigua. ayC, www.antiguayachtclub.com
19 national Parade and Official Opening of Dominica Carnival.   
 www.dominicafestivals.com/parades
19 – 20  MLK regatta, st. Thomas. sTyC, stthomasyachtclub.org
20 Public holiday in Puerto rico & usVI (Martin Luther King Day), 
21 Public holiday in Barbados (Errol Barrow Day),     
 & in the Dominican republic (Our Lady of altagracia)
23 – 6 Feb   Mustique Blues Festival. https://basilsbar.com. see ad on page 9.
24 Barbados to antigua Ocean race. BCC, www.barbadossailingweek.com
25 Public holiday in aruba (GF Croes Day)
25 – 1 Feb  Martinique Cata raid, cote.jardi@wanadoo.fr
26 Public holiday in Dominican republic (Duarte Day)
26 – 31 Grenada sailing Week. www.grenadasailingweek.com
27 Public holiday in Cayman Islands (national Heroes’ Day)   
 and in Cuba (Birthday of josé Martí)
29 – 2 Feb  Bequia Music Fest. www.bequiamusicfestival.com. 
    see ad on this page.
Tba World arC 2019-20 departs santa Marta, Colombia.    
 WCC, www.worldcruising.com

February
1 – 2 Grenada sailing Festival Workboat regatta.     
 www.grenadasailingfestival.com
2 World Wetlands Day. www.ramsar.org/activity/world-wetlands-day
2  Manhattan yacht Club Trophy, BVI. rBVIyC, royalbviyc.org
7 Public holiday in Grenada (Independence Day)
9 FuLL MOOn
9 sailors’ & Landlubbers’ auction, Bequia, www.bequiasunshineschool.org
13 –16 round Martinique regatta. yCM, www.theroundmartinique.com
14 – 15 jolly Harbour Valentine’s regatta, antigua. jHyC, www.jhycantigua.com
14 – 16 Caribbean Multihull Challenge.      
 www.smyc.com/caribbean-multihull-challenge
15 – 16 sweethearts of the Caribbean & Classic regatta, BVI.    
 www.westendyachtclubbvi.com
17 Public holiday in Puerto rico & usVI (Presidents’ Day)
21 antigua 360° race. ayC, www.antiguayachtclub.com
21 – 23 Caribbean Foiling Championships. sas@caribbeanfoiling.com
21 – 23  Tobago Carnival regatta
21 – 25 semaine nautique Internationale de schoelcher, Martinique.   
 Cns, www.cnschoelcher.net/regates
22 Public holiday in st. Lucia (Independence Day)
22 Governor’s Cup race, BVI. royalbviyc.org
22 – 25  Carnival in Barranquilla, Colombia
23 Public holiday in Guyana (Mashramani)
23 Dominican republic Carnival in LaVega.
23  Carnival Parade in Bonaire
24 - 28 rOrC Caribbean 600 race, antigua. caribbean600.rorc.org
24 – 25 Carnivals in aruba, Carriacou, Curaçao, Dominica, st. Barth, Trinidad,  
 & Ponce, Puerto rico
25 Public holiday in suriname (Liberation Day)
26  Public holiday in many places (ash Wednesday)
27 Public holiday in Dominican republic (Independence Day)

All information was correct to the best of our knowledge 
at the time this issue of Compass went to press — but plans change, 

so please contact event organizers directly for confirmation.
If you would like a nautical or tourism event listed FREE in our monthly calendar, 

please send the name and date(s) of the event and the name 
and contact information of the organizing body to 

sally@caribbeancompass.com

www.bequiamusicfestival.com

Wed 29th:  7pm at De Reef -  
        Jazz Vibes & Candlelight Dinner and Concert 
Thu 30th:  9pm at Frangipani Hotel
Fri 31st:  8pm at Bequia Plantation Hotel
Sat 1st Feb:  1pm at Bequia Plantation Hotel
Sat 1st Feb:  9pm at De Reef
Sun 2nd Feb: 2.30pm at De Reef

Tel: (+1) 784-458-3286
musicfest@bequiatourism.com  

For further information on performances visit the official website:

January 29th - February 2nd 2020

Crossing the channels between Caribbean islands with a favorable tide will 
make your passage faster and more comfortable. The table below, courtesy Don 
Street, author of Street’s Guides and compiler of Imray-Iolaire charts, which 
shows the time of the meridian passage (or zenith) of the moon for this AND next 
month, will help you calculate the tides. 

Water, Don explains, generally tries to run toward the moon. The tide starts 
running to the east soon after moonrise, continues to run east until about an 
hour after the moon reaches its zenith (see TIME below) and then runs westward. 
From just after the moon’s setting to just after its nadir, the tide runs eastward; 
and from just after its nadir to soon after its rising, the tide runs westward; i.e. 
the tide floods from west to east. Times given are local.

Note: the maximum tide is 3 or 4 days after the new and full moons. 
For more information, see “Tides and Currents” on the back of all Imray Iolaire 

charts. Fair tides!
January 
DATE TIME
1  1705
2  1746
3  1827
4  1909
5  1952
6  2039
7  2129
8  2223
9  2321
10  0000 FULL MOON
11  0020
12  0120
13  0218
14  0313
15  0406
16  0457
17  0507
18  0637
19  0727
20  0819

21  0913
22  1007
23  1101
24  1154
25  1245
26  1333
27  1418
28  1508
29  1542
30  1622
31  1703

February 
1  1745
2  1830
3  1917
4  2008
5  2103
6  2201
7  2301
8  0000 FULL MOON
9  0001

10  0059
11  0155
12  0249
13  0341
14  0432
15  0524
16  0616
17  0709
18  0803
19  0857
20  0949
21  1040
22  1128
23  1214
24  1257
25  1339
26  1420
27  1500
28  1542
29  1624

Meridian Passage 
of the Moon

January - february 2020
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www.MultihullCompany.com
The World’s Leader in Multihull

Sales Service, and Charter
+1-215-508-2704

The Multihull Company

Alexis De Boucaud
 St Martin

+590 690 58 66 06
Alexis@multihullcompany.com

Carl Olivier
 Virgin Islands
+596 696 97 87 33

Carl@multihullcompany.com

Broker Spotlight

Chris Rundlett
 Grenada

+1-473-457-3245
Chris@multihullcompany.com

Jaryd Forbes
 Trinidad & Tobago

+1-868-680-8909
Jaryd@multihullcompany.com

Chrystal Young
 Grenada

+1-473-406-3017
Chrystal@multihullcompany.com

Phil Berman - President
 Philadelphia, PA

+1-215-508-2704
Phil@multihullcompany.com

2003 Privilege 465
$395,000

2007 Lagoon 440
$410,000

2015 Bali 4.3           
$499,000

2007 Catana 50
$659,000

2008 Leopard 46
$420,000

2006 Sunreef 62

2011 Lagoon 450
$479,000

2010 Outremer 49

2008 Catana 50
$620,000

2014 LAGOON 450

2015 Lagoon 560 S2
$1,250,000

2011 Privilege 615

2015 ALIBI 54
$899,000

2014 FP Helia 44

2015 FP Sanya 57
$999,000

2009 Catana 50

2015 Royal Cape 530
$652,000

2015 Catana 47

2006 Privilege 745
$1,999,000

2016 FP Helia 44

Featured Caribbean Listings

SOME RECENTLY SOLD BOATS

To view hundreds more of our multihull listings, check out multihullcompany.com

At The Multihull Company (TMC), we build lasting relationships with new and returning clients every 
day. We have become the industry leader in catamaran and trimaran sales because we are operated by 
passionate, highly trained sailors—not just salesmen.

With the largest range of brokerage catamarans and trimarans for sale globally, the most compre-
hensive database of information on every multihull we sell, and agents throughout the United States, 
Caribbean, and globally, we are perfectly suited to assist you in the purchase or sale of your multihull.

A Different type of Yacht Brokerage

Grenada Tortola
West Palm Beach

Trinidad St. Martin
Fort Lauderdale

SOLD!
SOLD!

SOLD!
SOLD!

SOLD!
SOLD!

SOLD!
SOLD!
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www.caribbeancompass.com

FREE on-line version!

Caribbean Compass market Place
Grenada

Grenada

SVG

Jeff Fisher – Grenada (473) 407 6355
www.neilprydesails.com

check out our website or contact us directly 
for a competitive quote on rugged and 
well-built sails that are well suited to the 
harsh environment of the charter trade 
and blue water cruising.

NeilPRyde Sails 
        Grenada

Brokerage • Guardianage • Project Management

Offices in Port Louis Marina & Clarkes Court Boat Yard

Tel: (+1 473) 415 0431 or 439 1002
Email: gary@horizongrenada.com
www.horizonyachtsgrenada.com

YACHT MANAGEMENT
Horizon Yachts Grenada

Complete Professional Yacht Sales
and Maintenance Services

Azores

MId AtLAntIC 
yACHt serVICes

Pt-9900-144 HortA / FAIAL, AZores
Providing all vital services to

trans-Atlantic yachts!
Incl. Chandlery, Charts, Pilots, rigging

eU-VAt (18%) importation 
duty free fuel (+10.000lt)

teL +351 292 391616      FAX  +351 292 391656
mays@mail.telepac.pt

www.midatlanticyachtservices.com

Saint Kitts & Nevis

    continued on next page

WE OffEr:
• Grocery Shopping / Personal pick-up 
  (with delivery to your dock)
• Argyle International Airport direct shuttle 
  (starting from EC$30)
• Bill payments

LAC Services App (Google App Store)
Tel: (784) 527-3082, (784) 492-9983
E-mail: lacservices@lacsvg.com

UnIOn ISland
St. Vincent 

& the Grenadines

Phone: 
 (784) 495 8695

lilihappykite
@gmail.com

VHf Ch 16 

Bequia - Port Elizabeth
Lifeline and rig swage

Racor filters
Rule & Jabsco pumps & parts

West epoxy
Marine paints, varnish, and much more!

(784) 457 3856  •  Cell: (784) 495 2272  •  VHF 68

Piper Marine Store

Since 1978MAC’S 
PizzA & KitChen

Bequia
• new bay-front deck
• Upstairs & Patio dining
   with full menu:
   pizza, grilled fish, salads
   cocktails & tropical drinks, 
   wine, espresso, tapas & desserts
• Free wifi & charging stations
• Music & Sundowner Specials

Kitchen open 11am till 10pm - Bar until…
Located on the Belmont Walkway - Open daily
Reservations: (784) 458-3474 or VHF 68
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Caribbean Compass market Place

Trinidad

Trinidad

Venezuela

Peake Yacht Services Compound, Chaguaramas. 
868.634.2232 info@electropics.com

Caribbean-wide

SVG

Marine Fuel Cell Hydrogenerator STEERING THE DREAM 

FEEL THE FREEDOM
With Independent Self Steering AND an Emergency Rudder

www.hydrovane.com

Your best crew member - 
     doesn’t eat, sleep, or talk back!
Completely independent - 
     no lines into the cockpit!
No problem to install o� centre -
     with davits, arch, dropdown!

LaND FOR saLE
LOTs 1/4 aCRE aND LaRGER

CaRRIaCOu

spectacular Views of Tyrrel Bay &
the southern Grenadines to Grenada

Contact:

473-443-7058 / 404-9280
www.caribtrace.com

CarriaCou real estate
land and houses for sale

For full details see our website:  
www.carriacou.net

Contact: islander@spiceisle.com tel: (473) 443 8187

Real Estate

Protect & Grow Your Wealth In Gold
www.thismightbeofinterest.com/twenty

www.karatcrypto.com/fasttrack01
1-868-790-6788    

fastrackgam@gmail.com

  ARATBARS INTERNATIONAL GMBHK

carriacou Gallery café 
 situated in Tyrrel Bay for sale. 

         Well-established and steady business 
started 6 years ago.

please contact gallerycafecarriacou@gmail.com
 to receive a dossier with all relevant information.

☛ remember 
to tell our advertisers you  
saw their ad in Compass!

THIS COULd BE

YOUR 

MARKET PLACE Ad

tom@caribbeancompass.com
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bOaTs FOr saLe

cusTOm buiLDs To your 
needs, Myers 49 special, LOa 
49', beam 14', draft 3', 1000 
gallons each fuel/water 
capacity. Propulsion, single 6 
cylinders diesel engine Tel: 
(868) 684-7720, marconeltd@
hotmail.com,     www. 
marconemarinesupplies.com

39’ mOODy 1978 sailboat, 
live-aboard, used all the time, 
sea worthy. us$29,000 OnO. 
Tel: (868) 298-3159 E-mail:  
elmirareid@yahoo.co.uk

73' scHOOner VaLHaLLa 
World Cruising, length on 
deck 65'. Eu295,000.
Full information on  
www.sailboat-of-steel.com

business FOr saLe
usa - DeLaWare Propeller 
e q u i p m e n t / b u s i n e s s . 
Everything needed to open 
up a full-service propeller 
repair business with computer 
pitch gauge, manual pitch & 
rake gauge, over 70 pitch 
blocks & a whole lot more. 
Equipment is located in the us 
on the east coast in Delaware. 
E-mail: scottde@lavabit.com 
Tel: (302) 436-5442 

prOperTy FOr saLe
beQuia - isLanD pace reaL 
esTaTe 43,560 sq/ft + acre 
lots, Ocean ridge estates, 
north Bequia. us$100,000 & 
up, us$2.50/ sq/ft & up. 
Tel: (784) 493-4711 E-mail: 
emmett@islandpace.com

beQuia- GeLLiceauX 9,317 
sq./ft of land, near j.F Mitchell 
airport, in the main road. Tel: 
(784) 492-7234, (784) 431-0831

anTiGua - enGLisH HarbOur 
6 bedroom 6 bathroom lux-
ury villa. Walking distance to 
unEsCO world heritage site. 
Contact:  
www.Villafedora.com

jOb OppOrTuniTy

sT. maarTen - prOFessiOnaL 
saiLmaKer  We are after an 
experienced sailmaker to 
join our team. Offering full 
time employment for the 
coming Caribbean season 
2019-20. Email: 
kzillmann@ullmansails.com 
or sxmsails@caribserve.net.

aDVErTIsEr   LOCaTIOn    PG#   aDVErTIsEr LOCaTIOn        PG#    aDVErTIsEr LOCaTIOn  PG#  aDVErTIsEr LOCaTIOn  PG#

ab inflatables colombia 47
antigua classic regatta antigua 12
art fabrik grenada mp
atlantic back cruising c/W 13
basil’s bar svg   9
bequia music fest svg 42
bequia sailing club svg 12
blue lagoon hotel & marina  svg 17
boat paint & stuff st. maarten 38
bocas yacht club & marina panama 39
budget marine st. maarten   2
budget marine st. kitts st. kitts mp
camper & nicholsons grenada   6
captain gourmet svg mp
caraibe marine martinique 19
caribbean marine surveyors grenada 27
caribbean Woods svg 46
carriacou marine grenada 18

centenario & co panama 46
clarkes court grenada 33
clippers ship martinique 14
curaçao marine curaçao 36
douglas yacht services martinique 28
down island real estate grenada mp
doyle offshore sails barbados 41
echo marine  trinidad 21
electropics trinidad mp
food fair grenada 40
gallery café grenada mp
gonsalves liquors svg 38
grenada marine grenada 31
grenadines sails svg 39
horizon yacht charters grenada mp
hydrovane international marine  c/W mp
iolaire enterprises Uk 40
island dreams grenada mp

island Water World sint maarten 48
Johnson's hardware st. lucia 20
karatbar international c/W mp
lac services svg mp
legacy Underwriters c/W mp
liat c/W 22
lulley's tackle svg mp
mac's pizzeria svg mp
marc one marine trinidad mp
marina santa marta colombia 35
mcintyre bros grenada 27
mid atlantic yacht services azores mp
ministry of trade & industry trinidad 34
multihull company c/W 43
neil pryde sails grenada mp
off shore risk management tortola 21
peake yacht services trinidad   7
perkins engines- parts & power tortola   5

piper marine svg mp
pirate lights security system c/W 16
power boats trinidad mp
renaissance marina aruba   4
rodney bay marina/ igy st. lucia 32
sea hawk paints c/W   8
secret harbour marina grenada 30
shelter bay marina panama 30
spice island marine grenada 10
st. kitts marine Works  st. kitts 11
st. maarten sails/ Ullman sails st. maarten 11
suzuki marine c/W 29
tobago cays svg mp
turbulence sails grenada         31/mp
venezuelan marine supply venezuela mp
Woodstock boatbuilders antigua 15
ysatt trinidad mp

aDVerTisers inDeX

mp = market place pages 44 - 45
c/W = caribbean-wide

cLassiFieDs

 

yOur 
cLassiFieD
 is On-Line!

Well respected and very profitable business. 
Established 2002.

located 3 minutes from Port elizabeth ferry landing. Hardwood 
specialist and top supplier in the region. Very large inventory on 
hand. Hardwoods, Pine, Plywood and Rebar. 1000 sq ft store 
carries paint, varnishes, hardware, etc. established business 
for 18 years. solid balance sheet. Double digit growth over last 
4 years. 20,000 sq ft premises. staff of 7. Wide customer base. 
Would consider equity partnership with the right person.

Enquiries to David at david@caribwoods.com

CarIBBEan WOOdS

BUSInESS fOr SalE In BEqUIa

Edificio 791-X La Boca Ancon, 
Balboa Panama,  Republic of Panama
Tel: (+507) 6676-1376   Erick Galvez

info@centenarioconsulting.com
www.centenarioconsulting.com

• YACHTS AGENT FOR PANAMA 
• CANAL TRANSIT 
  CLEARING IN/OUT
• ALL PANAMANIAN 
  FORMALITIES & REGISTRATION

CENTENARIO & CO.S.A.

Best recommended agent in Panama by cruisers!
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